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PREFACE

The lessons in this notebook were specially designed for the BOHST Project
(Bringing Out Head Start Talents) at the University of Illinois through a grant
from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services during 1985-1983.
Tha aetivitien are suitable for use with all children of preschool age who would
tmneflt from learning to think in new and more sophisticated ways. Children
will find the activities fun and challenging and will learn through praetice
to improve their problem solving, creativity, and evaluative skills.

Three kinds of thinking processes are highlighted in these lessons:
(1) detective thinking or using clues to find the single right answer,
(2) inventor thinking or brainstorming lots of answers to A single question,
and (3) Judea, lassdns or evaluating options to make careful decisions. These
three kinds of thinking aro drawn from J. P. Guilford's Structure of the
Intellect model and were chosen because of their importance to our everyday
life and because they are too often neglected in claasroom programs.

Each of the three kinds of thinking has a mascot or animal character
whose pinture appears on thoae lessons. The mascots characterize each of the
three kinds of thinking. They each perform their own brand of thinking in
their work of an inventor, detective, or judge, and they all have cerrain
personality traits that make them good at what they do. For each of the three
types of thinking, a story and a large picture will hale the children learn
about and identify with the character. Each character also has a particular
gesture they use when they are getting ready to perform their own thinking
process. The children should also use these gestures to remind them both of the
character and of the kind of thinking expected in the lesson.

For each of the three kinds of lessons, a format has been used which remains
basically the same throughout all the lessoas using that type of thinking, so
that once you and the children get used to doing the first few lessons, the
others within that thinking area will be vary easy to follow.

Each of the lessons is divided into four sections. The first part of GOAL
describes what the children will do in the lesson. MATERIALS includes a list
of all the items you will need to teach the lesson. STEPS is a description of
how to carry out the activity. An outline of the procedure appears on the
left-hand side of the page, while sample dialogue (in italics) and more detail
is provided on the right. The last section of the lesson, called LESSONS FOR
ANOTHER DAY, includes ideas for follow-up lessons using some of the same ideas.
These are intended to be am important part of each lesson by providing needed
reinforcement and further practice of the skills introduced in the main lesson.

The lessons cover a variety of different curriculum areas and can be adapted
to several different teaching units. Please feel free to apply the thinking
processes to other content you are teaching. Hopefully, after you have used
these lessons with the children, you will be able to think up activities of your
own which use each of these thinking processes.

These lessons offer you and the children something new--activities that
emphasize how children process information. They are designed to help children
think in more productive and sophisticated ways. Many of us are aware of our
tendency when teaching to think for children--to ask them to parrot back what
we want them to learn. These activities will help children to think for
themselves. By allowing children to practice different kinds of thinking
skills, we can give children the opportunity to develop the ability to use
their minds in productive and creative ways.
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Introduction to Detective !Action§

In detective thinking, there i§ one and only one right enower thet
we arrive at by putting together several pieces of information. It le
aimilar to the kind of thinking that detective§ might do, when after
gathering all the cloea, they finally hive A molaeOt Of insight and (14-
ure out what really happened. When we realize the correct answer
to a detective problem, we may feel like aaying, "Ah bah! I've got it!"
We hake taken is lot of eeemingly dieconnected or baffling piecee of
information and finally aeon the connection that naked it all mak0
senee,

To think in this apecial way, children need to examine all the clued and
then organize and reorganize the information in their !wade before
arriving et a solution. It is important that children re4111e that the
right answer may not come immedietely. We need to help children with
the task of nondeOngpationtly considering ail the information
that to known And continuing to concentrate and wonder about the right
antiwar until it Comes.

Delores Detective symbolizes the kind of thinking that in titled in
these lessons. By identifyine with Delores and by putting on their
imaginary detective badges, the children can prepare themselves to think
in this special way. By mentioning Delores and remindIrng them of
how she solves problems, you can let the children know what kind of
thinking is expected during tlese activities.

Naomi has certain qualities tnat make her a vary clever detective.
She's careful about examining all. the available clues. She's patient
about not jumping to the wrong conclusion. Evan when sha Le baffled
and doesn't know the answer, she hangs in there, pondering the question
over and over in her mind. Once Delores has the scent, she'll keep think-
ing until she finds the solution to the mystery.

Children can learn to be batter problem solvers by practicing detective
thinking. The patience 4nd thoughtfulness required by this type of think-
ing will be helpful to children throughout their lives. Examples of
detective thinking include solving mathematical and scientific questions,
answering riddles, and figuring out the solutions to many everyday
dilemmas. Whenever children will need to find the single right answer
to a complex problem, they will need to use the skills of a detective.
By developing these skills in young children, we can help them improve
their strategies for finding answers even when confronted with confusing
and difficult situations.
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A MAY ANDY

DfLOAKA OtTNTWE

Today e aro toing ta WdE DdlaTeau Ootoztivo, A 40tectivq 14 4 peroon
who findo the vory boot antiwar to 4 myotery by looking for clueo.
Wore§ mmot be vory oly and clevor uhon oho io 401%0104 4 mybtory.
She hao to pay vory cl000 attontion and 014 very hard. (Show the
picture of Doloreo Detective.)

Ubon Word§ im looking for cluoo, thio io tho way oho put§ on hor
coat, turno up hor collar, and pina on hor dotoctivo badgo (DINON51KATE).
Now do it with mo. Let'o put on our mato, turn up 04F collaro, and
put on our dotective badgeo. Now were ready to help Deloroo find
the vory boot anowor by looking for clueo.

One morning More§ let her dog out, brut when oho *period the door to
lot him back inoido, he woo gone from the yard. So oho put on her
coat, turned up her collar, pinned on her detective badge, and oaidt
"Oh, ttly ooro and none. it64 4 myntery. toWo look for clueo"

She walkod own to tho tonco. "Ahai" Deloreo oaid to horaelf. "Clue
number one!" Down at the bottom of the fel101 v44 00M4 hair. Doloreo
took out her magnifying glean and looked clooely at the hair. Juot
40 oho had thoughtit woo dog hairt Then ohe n4i4 cluo tje mot
a hole right under the fence. The hole looked big enough for her Jog
to fit in and to slide right under the fence. Juot then, oho heard
clue number threeDelorem heard the sound of 0=4044 drinking water.
Doloreo lool:ed over the fence, and who do you think oho maw? 'too,
hot' dog 1444 in the neighboeo yard, drinking water out of tho owimming
pool.

Worm* wag very proud of heroelf for being ouch 4 good detective and
finding tho vol.), boot anowor. By looking foi clueo and paying cloo
attention, mho had eolved the myatery of the mimoing dog.

9
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2. Vs neteriels 04( 4(0 t4t0t1t4t- to
th0 dit1000,

3. Jot tbo ectivity op so 4fl <AO 000
4n4 hoer,

4. Present Ole aetavitY w1th
404 enthosiasm.

5. U40 4 1444 FhP404 40 thd chil4ren
know '444t44 dXpeCtgd 0( 04M.

. Give a warsl elud first; aivd
more specific C1004 00 nee4e4.

7. Give the children time C4 think
about each clue.

S. Praise tho child for tho correct
answer.

9. Acknowledge a thoughtful response
even if it to incorrect.

10. Encourage the child to wait until
called nn to answer.

H404 sore t4toriels 4f4 Vif3$i0 d4§y
re,01. Yqu INIKAt %ow !4 100 ,qpiiidfto
4 6001 Of 14rdo 604*

5how sny potentielly 44f401:114T 64tOr1410
tho children before the lesson. 5ott-

stitote sinilsr A4tdr141* Vi100 0c47ess4ry
it soggest I naterislo 4f0 4O4V4i10610.

110104V4 sny potentisl distr4 tions, NO
44TO 10 /WO thd chiloiron's sttention
before the lesson sterts.

t;Ae 4 4r4e4ti_ tono 4 v4;i1:4,4 41i00 *44
t411 tho children f4 t4 Jorootfe4o. A4t
fily4tOriOYO, potitepo whisporing, 4t
Appropriste tift04.

1.4t the_ aildron know hew they will be
involved in tho 4ct3vity. I W4lit eU
t4 4k44t(V,44, 041/4 the children put on
their pretend detective Wde04.

For example, 4 general C140 t4inkino
0114 f4rn 4n?.mo!... (pause (or mowers):
4 M4f0 specific clue.-W4 aet ,nak fivr,

(peuso); 4n even more specific
clue--1: 041/44 (poitise): 4 teurY
specific clueJo if. 2 i.gor or a wv7

Even if you think sone children already
know the answer, waft 4 few seconds
before calling on 4 child. Consider
repeating or rewording the clue 40 ttuit
more children will have time to think of
the answer.

Do specific in your nrsisq: Vo-nt Pc4:
/ WC4 ta::cing afr'ou: a co:: You'ro
rtgn:.

tor exa=plo. 7hat"4 a ;oad :newer, b!e,
itio not tho one Pn thinking o!.
about it zgain.

Discourage children fron shouting out tho
answers to detective lessons since
"slower" thinkers nay give up thinking
once they hear an answer.
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(Pantomimed Objects, coned)

5. If riddle is not solved, This is the time to give additional clues.
give more specific You might first want to repeat the
clues, pantomime; then, if necessary, give

verbal clues (the object's shape,
color, etc.), one at a time, until the
correct answer is given.

6. Get the group involved. I pretended to blow up a baZZoon. Now
Zet's aZZ pretend to do that. Praise
the children for their actions, then go
on to the next object.

7. Repeat the task; use
other objects, same
methods.

Before preter-ling to use the next object,
you will want to again have five objects
set out, (Some of these may be objects
that were alrealy used). Pretend to use
one. If the correct answer is not given,
repeat the pantomime, then give one
additional clue at a time until the child
correctly responds. Encourage the entire
group to pretend to use the object.
Continue this way until several objects have
been pantomimed and labeled.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Call on one child to stand in front of the group and to pretend to
use one of the objects. If the children need more clues, help the
child give them--(What color is the thing you're pretending to use?).
The child who correctly identifies the object can then get up and
pantomime the use of another object.

- Have pictures of common kitchen utensils, articles of clothing,
tools, or toys cut out from catalogs. Give each child a picture;
then call on one child to pretend to use the object, following the
above methods.

- Have several objects set out. Ask one child to close his eyes and
put his head down. Hold up an object so the rest of the class sees
it, then set it back down. When the child opens his eyes; all the
other children can pretend to use the object that you held up.
Can the child who had his eyes closed guess which object is being
imitated?
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DETECTIVE LESSON

The Case of the Unknown Objects

GOAL:

To identify an object by using clues which involve one or more of
the five senses (sight, smell, touch, sound, and taste).

MATERIALS:

A pillow case (preferably colored) or a large scarf and a variety of
items which have a distinctive smell. Suggested items are:

bottle of cologne
jar of hand cream
can of shaving cream
tube of toothpaste

STEPS:

1. Set up materials.

2. Let the children know
what is expected.

large bar of soap
pepper shaker
bottle of liquid soap
bottle of ketchup or mustard

The children should not see the items
before the lesson; have them concealed
in a large bag within your reach. Start
out by placing the pillow case or scarf
on the table.

Tell the children, I want you to be
detectives. Now put on your pretend
detective badges. Lean forward and
whisper softly, A mysterious object will
make its appearance in this pillow case.
See ifyou can guess what the object is
from the clues you get.

3. Give the first clue by Without showing the object to the children,
placing an object inside place it in the pillow case, then place
the pillow case, the pillow case back on the table, taking

care that the outline of the object
can be seen within the folds of the
pillow case. Call on a child to name
the mysterious item.

4. Praise the child for
a thoughtful answer.

If the child answers correctly, praise
him for being a good detective; then proceed
to Step 6. If the child gives an
incorrect answer, tell him, That's a good
answer but you didn't guess what's inside
the pillow case.

14



(Unknown Objects, cont'd)

5. If the object is not
identified, give
additional clues.

6. Get the group involved.

7. Repeat the task, une
other objects, same
methods.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

12

Keeping the object hidden inside the
pillow case, carefully open the bottle
or container. Let each child come up and
smell the object through the pillow case.
Again ask for the object's identity. You
can then, if necessary, let the children
feel the object through the pillow case.
You might also give a verbal clue (for
example, We put this on our tooth brush
every morning.).

After the object has been correctly identified,
take it out of the pillow case. Let the
children pass it around, smelling, and
examining the item.

Put the next item into the pillow case.
Call on a child to identify the item by
seeing its shape through the cloth.
Give additional clues as needed, encouraging
the children to smell, feel, or listen
to a description of the object. Continue
until all objects have been identified and
then passed around.

- When eating different foods, ask the children to guess what ingredients
are inside. Cookies or bread, for example, have several ingredients:
flour, eggs, butter, salt, etc. Can they guess some of these by
seeing, smelling, and tasting the food? Discuss ingredients in
other food; pancakes or waffles; vegetable soup; bread; mayonnaise, etc.

- Repeat the original lesson, this time using objects that make sounds
rather than objects that have smells. Possible objects are drum,
xylophone, bell, wind-up toy, transistor radio, etc.
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DETECTIVE LESSON

The Mystery of the Clay Imprints

GOAL:

To decide which object in an assortment of objects left an imprint in
clay; to replicate that imprint in another piece of clay.

MATERIALS:

- A generous amount of soft clay or play dough for each child.

- Sets of objects which can make imprints in the clay. Every set
should have aa object for each child in your group. (With a large
group, you might want children to share the objects). Following is
a list of possible objects:

pennies screws
bottle caps buttons
small blocks macaroni
marbles crayon stubs
keys rings from pop-tops on cans
washers

STEPS:

1. Set up materials.

2. Let the children know
what is expected.

Have all objects in the same set in a
separate container (such as a paper cup).
Place all containers in the middle of the
table where the children can see them.

Tell the children, I want you to be
detectives. give you a clue:
While your eyes are shut, I'll make a mark
on someone's clay. When you open your
eyes, I want that person to tell me
what I used to make that mark. Now get
ready...put on your pretend detective
badges.

3. Give the first clue by Ask the children to close their eyes.
making an imprint. Quickly take one of the objects, pressing

into a child's piece of clay so chat a
clear mark is left. Now open your eyes.
Does your clay have a mark in it?
What made that mark?
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(The Mystery of the Clay Imprints, coned)

4. Praise the child for a
thoughtful answer.

5. If the problem is not
solved, give more
specific clues.

6. Get the group involved.

7. Repeat the task,
use other objects,
same methods.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHERZ1AY:

If the child answers correctly, praise
him for being a good detective; proceed
to Step 6. If the child gives an
incorrect answer, tell him, That's a
good guess, let's try it and see.

Ask the child to take the object that he
chose and to make a print with it.
Encourage the other childrea to help
him conclude that he chose the incorrect
object. At this point, you can give
additional clues by pointing out various
characteristics of the work: it is
round or curved. Encourage the child to
look carefully at the different possible
objects and help him compare the shapes,
then to try again by pressing another
object into his clay. Continue until
the child has chosen the correct object.

Tell the children, I used a (hattLi_smp)
to make that mark. Now let's aZZ make
the same mark by using (bottZe cape) in
our pieces of clay.

Before making a mark in another child's
piece of clay, ask the group to erase
their marks by squeezing and working the
clay. Then ask the group to close
their eyes again while you make a different
mark in another child's clay. Continue
The same way until each child has had a
mark made in his or her piece of clay.

- Choose one child, ask all others to close their eyes while this
child chooses an object and makes a mark with it in his clay. The
others can then open their eyes and try to replicate the mark in their
own pieces of clay.

- Repeat the original lesson, this time using leaf rubbings instead
of clay imprints. Use a variety of leaves, marking their imprints
with the sides of crayons on lightweight paper.
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DETECTIVE LESSON

Tracking Clues

GOAL:

To use several clues to solve a mystery.

MATERIALS:

- A small paper bag - A box
- Three small plastic bags - An apple

Before the lesson, peel and slice the apple. Put the cut-up apple
inside one of the plastic bags, then place it into the box. Put the
seeds from the apple into one of the plastic bags, the peelings into
another; place these two bags into the box, too.

STEPS:

1. Set up materials.

2. Let the children know
what is expected.

Have the box containing the bags next to
you. Be sure the children cannot see
inside the box.

Tell the children, / want you to be
detectives. I'm going to read you a
mystery; I'll also give you some
clues to solve this mystery. If you
know the answer, don't say it until the
end of the story. Tell the children to
put on their pretend detective badges.

3. Begin the story; give Read the following story: Tyler's Dad
the first clue, picked him up from school. They walked to

their apartment building. As they
started to climb the stairs, Tyler
realized he was hungry.

Tyler's Mom always left Tyler a snack.
Each day he tried to guess what the snack
would be. As his Dad unlocked the door,
Tyler came upon the first clue; he
smelled something. This is what he
smelled. (Pass the paper bag under each
child's nose so that everyone smells the
apple. Be sure the children do not peek
inside the bag).

LS



(Tracking Clues, cont'd)

4. Continue the story, give
the secoad clue.

5. Conclude the story;
give the final clue.

6. Ask for the solution
to the mystery.

16

Tyler went injide his apartment. Just
as he got outside the kitchen door, he
looked down. There, on the floor, he
found the second clue. (Take out the bag
containing apple seeds; pass it around so
all can ses it).

Then Tyler faund another clue on the
kitchen counter. Now I know what my snack
is, said Tyler. This is what he faund.
(Pass the bag which has the apple peelings).

Now, how many ofyou detectives solved
this mystery? Raise your hand if you
know the answer. Let the children
answer; then open the bag which contains
the apple slices. You used the clues to
decide that Tyler's snack is an apple.
You were good detectives!

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Make a mystery out of different things during the day. For example,
before snack is set out, ask the children to see if they can guess
what it is; then give them clues. On a day that you're having
pudding, set out the spoons and bowls. Ask them to think about what
it could be. Then, tell them you used milk to make it--and that it's
chocolate-flavored.

- Read the following mystery one day during story time. (You might want
to use a picture of a girl cut from a magazine and call this girl
Jennifer.)

Everyday the newspaper was deLiverad to Jennifer's front step.
Yesrerday, Jennifer was playing with blocks when she heard the
thump as the rolled-up newspaper hit the front step. She put her
blocks away, then ran outside to get the newspaper for her mom.

Oh no! The newspaper was gone! Where :as it? Jennifer decided to
Look far clues.

First, Jennifer found muddy paw prints on the porch. Then she saw
a Zittle piece of fur caught in the bush in the front of the porch.
Then, Jennifer walked to the back of the house.

There she saw Snappy, her dag, lying in front of his dog house.
When he saw Jennifer, he put his ears back and his head down.

Aha! said Jennifer. I know where the newspaper is! Do uou know
where the newspaper was?

Solution: In the dog house.

19
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DETECTIVE LESSON

Flying Detectives

GOAL:

To find the location that fits a verbal description

MATERIALS:

- a paper airplane for each child

STEPS:

1. Set up materials.

2. Let the children know
what is expected.

3. Give the first general
clue; then give more
specific clues.

4. Praise the child for
a thoughtful answer.

5. If the riddle is not
solved, give additional
clues.

6. Get the group involved.

Have the paper airplanes lined up in
front of you.

Tell the Lhildren, Today r want you to be
flying detectives. You will each have an
airpZane. But planes need special places
called runways to take off from and to
Zara! on. 1* will call on one of you at a
time to Ond a special runway. Now put
on your detective badges and get ready.

Call one child's namePilot MandV, calling
Pilot Mandy. Find a runway that looks
like a rectangle. (pause) It has four
legs.

If the child indicates a table, p,,aise
him or her for being a good detectivc;
then proceed to Step 6. If the child does
not respond with the correct answer, say,
Listen careplly now. I'll give you
another clue.

Give more clues by describing the location
in greater detail. For example, Your
runway is made of wood (pause)... we eat
snacks at it.(pause)... it's in the mideLe
of the room. As soon as the child finds
the correct location, let him or her make
the plane take off from there.

Nandy's plane is taking off from its
apeciaZ runway. Now all of you can take
offfrom there. Allow the children to
choose planes and to take off from the
same runway. After a few seconds, ask all
pilots to land their planes on Mandy's
runway.



(Flying Detectives, cont'd)

7. Repeat the task; use
different runways.
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Gather the children together once more;
then call on another child to find a
hidden runway. The runways will, of
course, depend on objects in your room--
a chair, a bookcase, the piano, the doll
bed, the easel. Start out with a general
clue (color or shape); then add more
specific clues. Once the runway has been
identified and the pilot has taken off,
let the other children use the same runway
for taking off and landing. Repeat with
several or all of the children in your
group.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Play Plane Crash using just one plane at a time. Call on one child to
crash the plane in a hidden place yhile the other children have their
eyes closed. Then have the children open their eyes and listen to your
first clue. As they search for the plane, you can give them one
additional clue at a time until the plane is located. Remember to itart
with a general clue, such as, It's under something green; then give more
specific clues. The child who finds the crashed plane can then be the
one to hide the next one.

- Adapt the activity to a game of Hide and Seek outdoors. Use a small
object, such as a marble. Call on one child to hide it while the
others close their eyes. Then ask them to open their eyes, listen to
the first clue, and begin their search. Give additional clues as needed.
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DETECTIVE LESSON

Detecting Special Days

GOAL:

To identify a holiday from picture clues

MATERIALS:

- chalk and a chalkboard (colored chalks are optional)

STEPS:

1. Set up materials. Have a list of clues for each special day
(see Step 5). Ask the children to sit
in front of the chalkboard.

2. Let the children know Tell the children, / want you ro be
what is expected. detectives. Ask them to put on their

pretend detective badges. I'm going to
give you clues about special days; Ill:
draw pictures on the chalkboard. When I
call on you, tail me what special day the
clues aro telling you about. I'll give
you more than one clue far each day.

3. Give the first clue by Going to the chalkboard, draw a symbol
drawing the first picture, appropriate for a special day. (This

first clue might be appropriate for other
special days, too. For example, for
Christmas, you might draw a picture of a
present with a bow.) Call on a child to
identify the object that you have just
drawn.

4. Give more specific clues. Encourage the children to think of special
days on which they might get a present.
Then draw another clue--for example, a
wreath. After the children label the
wreath, draw one more picture--a Christmas
tree. Then call on a child to identify
the special day. (If necessary, give a
verbal clue--Santa Claus comes on this
day.) After the holiday is identified,
ask the children to name other things
which remind them of that dayreindeer,
ornaments, sled, Santa's toy bag, etc.
Then erase the board and draw a picture
for the next holiday. Continue as above.



(Detecting Special Days, cont'd)

5. Repeat the task; use
other pictures and
holidays same methods.
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Other special days and pictures far the$e
days are:

- birthday (present, cake, candle)
- Valentine's Day (flowers, candy, heart)
- Easter (basket, egg, rabbit)
- Hanukkah (present, candle holder, top)
- Halloween (bag, witch's hat.

jack-o-lantern)

Remember to pause after each picture so
the Children have time to think and to
give verbal clues only if necessary.
Encourage the children to think of as
many other symbols of these special days
as possible.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Give the children crayons or markers and paper. Ask each child to draw
a picture of things which remind him of his favorite holiday or special
day. (Give assistance to any child who needs Lt.) Collect the pictures
and hold up each picture', one at a time; ask the children to identify
objects and finally to name the special day for that paper.

- Put an assortment of greeting cards representing special days in a bag.
Include at least rwo cards for each holiday and use cards that clearly
suggest special features of a given holiday. Tell the children, Today
were acing to te holiday messengers. When it io your turn, put your
hand in the bag and take out a oard. T41 us vhioh holiday goes with
that card.
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DE1EC7IVE LESSON

The Mysterious Alphabet Machine

COAL:

To recognize the initial sound in his or her name.

MATERIALS:

- A cardboard box with a slot cut in the bottom so that an index
card can pass through. Above the slot, print che words, The
Nidatere4me gaphafrot Brarhine. You may want to decorate the box
with lightening streaks, ghost outlines, and bats.

- Index cards on which you have printed the initial letter of each
child's name. Make at least three such cards for each child.

STEPS:

I. Set up materials.

2. Lot the children know
what is expected.

Have the box on a table with the open
side facing you and the slot facing the
children. Keep the index cards in a
pile, behind the box.

Tell the children, I want you to be
detectives. Ask them to put on their
pretend detective battga, You'll have
to think very hard today because Dolores
the Detective won't be hero to help us.
Talk about 77:e Mysterious Alphabet
likchine: ?his machine will make a
sound. Listen oaref424! ifyour 'tam
begins with that sound, raise your hone.
If you are correct, the miaehl:n4
give you the Letter tha: 'lakes :hat oculte.

3. Give the first clue Choosc one of the cards and cake the
by caking a beginning appropriate sound for that letter. If a
sound, child whose nava begins with that sound

raises his hand, push the card through
the slot from inside the box; tell that
child to take the card. Praise him for
being a good detective, than proceed to
step 5.



(Alphabet Machine, cont"d)

4. If the riddle is not
solved, give additional
clues.

S. Cot the group involved.

6. Repeat the task; use
other letters, s
methods.
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Remind the children to listen carefully;
repeat the sound. If the correct child
still does not raise his hand, start to
push the card through the slot so that
part of the letter shows, but continue
co hold on tightly. If necessary, let
the entire letter show, but do not let
anyone take the card until the correct
child raises his hand. You might even
have to repeat the sound, then say the
rest of the child's pane. Once the
correct child raises his hand, let hin
hold on to the card.

Ask that child to then hold up his card.
Lees ail say the sound. Repeat the
sound with all the children, then let
the child keep his card.

One by clee, 40 through each of the
index cards. Always start with the
initial sound and give additional clues
only as needed. After a particular child
has identified a card as his, encourase
the entire group to repeat that sound
as the child holds up the letter.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY;

Repeet the ebove activity, this tine using the children's Last 4141e-e4.
(Before this lesson, you night want to discuss with the children what
their 1411t ftAMOS art and what the beginning **undo are).

- Personalize /mai/ boxes or coat hooks by making cards to put on or
above then. Pcint each child's first 1441114 04 4 separate card,
aaking the initial letter Larger than the rest. Ask the children
to listen for their beginnin4 sound as you hand out the cards. tAlt
the children decorate their cards with crayons or ethnic narkers
while you go around to each child, asking hia or her to repeat
the beginning sound, then help the children tape them to their aai
boxes or coat hooks.
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DETECTIVE LESSON

who An I?

GOAL:

To recosnize one's own description iron verbal clues given by a puppet.

MATERIALS:

- A puppct

- A large mirror (preferably tull-lensth)

STEPS:

1. Sot up U4tCt1414; Atik the children to lino up, one behind
prepare the group. another, in front of the Wirer. AA

each child approaches the mirror, toll
hin to look carefully at hi* Inas*.
Point out ye*, hair, clothes, etc.
Then ask that child to go sit down.
opt= this until each child has had
...hence to carefully look himself

over. When all children are seate4 .

introduce the puppet to the group.

2. Let the children Then tell the children, *I uant you to
know what la expected. be deteatt Pee. You put an your pretend

detoative badges.° Have the puppet tell
the children that he wants to play 4
g4M4 with then. wrqt 444 ohat lkiK4
qf le:waves yru matly are! Pit
pr:#42 to dealrito tte 41you.
uon't say your name. 2;" Pin ta:kimi
about you, ratse your hand.* Untind
the children to sit luf.tty isalvos they
hear their own de*cription.

3. Give the first clue; Have the puppet start out by sivins a
then give more specific senerat description of 4 child. For
clues. example, °Pm thinking about 4 Orl

Ulu) a !or. She has pre:* eur:a.°
Pause for a couple of seconds to elicv
the children to think About the descrip-
tion; then have the puppet continue
giving nor* specific clues, one At 4
time, until the child beins described
reffee her hand. (Specific clues could
be hair color, eye color, kind of shoos,
clothes, etc.)



(Who Am I? cont'd)

4. Review tho clues;
praise the child for
recognizing his/her
description.

5. Repeat the task;
describe other
children, using
same method.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:
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When a child raises her hand, ask that
child to stand once more in front of
the mirror. Repeat the cluea while
the child compares her image to the
puppet's description. Then have the
puppet praise that child for being a
good listener and a good detective.

Then have Mr. Puppet describe another
child. The first clue should be
general, followed by more specific
clues. When the child being described
raises his or her hand, remember to
have that child look in the mirror
while you repeat the clues. Continue
until each child has been described by
the puppet.

- Divide the children into two-member teams. Hand out crayons or
markers and paper; have each child draw a picture of his partner.
(Go around to each child as he works, giving assistance when
necessary.) Print the name of the child drawn on the back of each
picture; then collect them. Hold up each picture; ask the children
to raise their hands when they see themselves in a picture. Give
additional verbal clues as needed.

- If the children in your class have gotten to know each other quite
well, repeat the original lesson. This time have Mr. Puppet include
non-physical descriptions, too. For example, "This child likes to
climb." You might also repeat the original lesson after allowing
the children to "dress up" in costumes or dramatic play clothes.
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DETECTIVE LESSON

Who Said That?

GOAL:

To name the worker most likely to make a particular statement.

MATERIALS;

- A chair for each child, and one for the teacher.

- Clues for several different community workers (see "Script for
Workers Talking on the Bus").

STEPS:

1. Set up materials.

2. Let the children know
what is expected.

3. Give the clues for
the first worker by
reading Part A from
the script at the
end of this lesson.

Arrange the chair in a straight line,
facing forward, one behind another.
Place your chair at the head of the
line. Ask the children to sit in the
chairs, while you, for the moment,
stand to the side of the chairs. (Be
sure to have your "script" close at
hand.)

Tell the children, "Let's pretend
you're detectives again; this time
you're riding on a bus. I'll be tha
bus driver. Ready, detectives?
Put your pretend detective badges
on . . . let's go!" Take the driver's
seat; after pretending to drive the
bus for a few seconds, stop suddenly.
Tell the children that the bus has a
flat tire. While it's being fixed,
you want them to listen to other
people on the bus. "Since you're good
detectives, I think you'll be able to
guess who these people aPe. Listen
carefully!"

Sitting so that you are now facing the
children, read the words spoken by a
worker. For example, the first one is:
"How long before the tire is fixed?
I have to get to the office to see
some sick boys and girls." Then call on
a child to identify the worker who just
spoke.



(Who Said That? cont'd)

4. Praise the child for
a thoughtful answer.

5. If the riddle is not
solved, give more
specific clues.

6. Repeat the task,
using the scripts
for other workers.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:
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If tha child answers correctly, praise
him for being a good detective; proceed
to Stop 6. If the child given an
incorrect answer, tell him: "That's a
good guess, but I think you need moro
alum"

This is tho time to give additional
clues, In this case, toll the child
that tho person talking uses a stetho-
scope. If another clue is needed, say
that the person also used a thermometer.
If necessary, give the child a choice
between two workers: "Is it a doctor
or a painter?"

Follow the snme methods with other
workers. Sometimes, the first clue
will be enough for a child to identify
the worker; other t s, you will need
to give one or two Lwditional clues.
Do this until several workers have been
identified. Conclude the activity by
announcing that the tire has been fixed;
pretend to start the bus again, drive
for a few seconds, then tell everyone
that they've finally arrived and it's
time to get off the bus.

- Play the game again. This time, write the jobs on slips of paper.
Let each child draw one before he or she gets on the bus. Whisper
to each child what he or she will be. Let the child provide the
dialogue for that worker as the others try to identify it. Try
using different workers this time: secretary, teacher, dentist,
bus driver, homemaker, janitor, etc.

- Play charades. Whisper to a child what he or she should be; then
let him or her pretend to be that worker, doing that job. The
other children can guess who the worker is. Let each child have
a turn acting.
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Script for Workers Talking on the Blih

for

DETECTIVE LESSON

Who Said That?

A. "How long before the tiro is fixed? I have to got to tho office
to sac coma sick boys and girls." (Doctor or nurse.) Additional
clues: This person uses a stethoscope . . and sometimes a
thermometer.

B. "Do you think I will get to work on timo? I have to put on my
orange wig and my big red nose." (Clown.) Additional clues:
Thie person also wears Amy Zooking clothes . . and makes
people laugh.

C. fir hope my wife got that part r need for my tractor. I'll have
to get back to work, plowing the field, as coon as I gat home."
(Farmer.) Additional clues: This person raises cows and pige

and has a barn.

D. "I think I dropped my glove on this bus. Can anyone find it?
I need it to play in tonight's game." (Baseball player.)
Additional clues: This person also uses a baseball . . and a
bat.

E. "I have to bake sixty loaves of bread and six hundred cookies
today. I wish we'd get going." (Baker.) Additional clues:
This person also uses bowls when he works . . . and sometimes
pots and pans.

F. "I hear a siren and see smoke by that house. They're going to
need my help." (Firefighter.) Additional clues: This person
is good at sliding down poles . . . and sometimes drives a big
red truck.

G. "It looks like those two ears were in an accident. I'd better
go check it out; they'll need to tell me what happened."
(Police officer.) Additional clues: This person wears a badge

. . and usually wears a blue unifCrm.

H. "I hope the tire gets fixed soon. I have to get back to work on
the house that I'm building." (Carpenter.) Additional clues:
This person works with a hammer . and a saw.



DETECTIVE LESSON

Animal Imitations

GOAL:

To name the animal that is being imitated.

MATERIALS;

A list of animals that will be easy to imitate. Suggested animals
are elephant, monkey, lion, snake, rabbit, horse, bird, frog.

STEPS:

1. Prepare for the lesson. Have your list of animals with you.
Gather the children together and ask
them to sit on the floor.

2. Let the children know
what is expected.

Tell the children, It.r want you to be
detectives." Encourage them to put
on their pretend detective badges.
"I'm going to choose one of you to
pretend that you're an animal. You
will have to move just Zike that
animal. The rest of you detectives
can guess what animal he (she) is
pretending to be."

3. Ask a child to give the Call a particular child over to you;
others the first clue whisper an animal to that child.
by imitating an animal. Then ask the child to pretend to be

that animal. (At this time the child
should not make any sounds.) Then
call on a child to name the animal
that was imitated.

4. Praise the child for a
thoughtful answer.

5. If the riddle is not
solved, give more
specif:Ic clues.

If the child answers correctly, praise
him for being a good detective; proceed
to Step 6. If the child gives an
incorrect answer, tell him: "That's a
good guess, but it's not the animal
that (child's name) is pretending to
be."

This is the time for additional clues.
Ask the child to repeat the imitation,
this time making the animal's sound.
(Not making a sound could also be a
clue as to which animal is being imitated.)
If necessary, you could give verbal clues,
one at a time, until the correct answer
is given.

31
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(Animal Imitationa, con0d)

6. Get the group involved. "Chrio protondod to bo an olephant.
Now lot'o al/ prowd to bo ono."
Praise the children for their imitations,
then ask them to sit down again. Call
on a different child to come up to you.

7. Repent the Rrocedure, Whisper another animal to the next
suggeeting bther child. Ask the child to imitate this
animals. new animal, first without making a

sound. If more clues are necessary,
auk the child to repeat the imitation
making an appropriate sound; than give
additional, verbal clues, one at a time,
until the child called on correctly
responds. Encourage the entire group
to imitate the animal. Continue this
way until several animals have been
initated and labeled.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Do a similar activity using verbal clues for animals that might
be hard to imitate: zebra, giraffe, leopard, goat, chicken, etc.
After the animal you describe has been identified, ask a child to
pretend to be that animal; then ask the rest of the group to join
in.

- Ask the children to imitate inanimate objects: slides, swings,
scissors, chairs, etc.



DETECTIVE LEMiON

The Mysterious Man from Hers

GOAL:

To solve riddles.

MATERIALS:

The list of "Martien Riddles" following this lesson.

STEPS:

I. Prepare for the
leseen.

2. Let the children know
what is expected.

3. Give the first clue
in the first riddle.

4. Praise the child for
a thoughtful answer.

5. If the riddle is
not solved, give
more specific clues
as needed.

Have the list of "Martian Riddles" with
you. Gather the children together.

Tell the children, "I want you to be
dotoctivee." Encourage them to put
on their pretend detective badges.
"I'm going to tell you a story about
a man from outer apace. Igo name was
Marvin, and Marvin came from Mars.
Marvin wao hare on earth for too weeks,
and he saw many strange things. Phan
he got baok to Mara, he wanted to toll
the other Martians what ha saw. Th.

trouble wall that he couldn't remember
the strange names that people on earth
called things. Since you're ouch good
detectives, lot's see if you can listen
to Marvin'a clues and taZZ us what he's
talking about."

Read the first clue in Riddle #1: "Tho
first thing Marvin saw was a great big
red truck." Then call on a child to
tell what he thinks Marvin saw.

If the child answers correctly, praise
him for being a good detective; proceed
to Step 6. If the child gives an
incorrect answer, tell him: "That's a
good guess, but I don't think that's
what Marvin is talking about."

You might first want to re-read the
first clue; then give additional clues,
one at a time, until someone guesses the
correct answer. For example, in Riddle #1,
after re-reading the first clue ("The
first thing Akrvin saw was a great big
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(The Myeterious Mon from Mare, ount'4)

ro(I teuck"). give an additionel club
("It had a laddar on It and alao a
hue). If still no one has guesscd
it correctly, give another clue ("Ao
it wont down th4 atroot, a vary loud
otrango noiaa oama out of it").

6. Repeat the tesk, reeding Tell the children about 40410 other
one clue at 4 time from place** or objecta that Marvin 444,
oech riddle uaing each of the riddlee. You might

want to make up additional riddles;
try to start with A general clue,
than continue with more specific
cluen until the riddle in correctly
aolvad. Conclude the lommon by
complimenting the children on being
good detectives.

wagaikLaignja_t

- Give the children clued about characters in familiar fairy taloa
or nursery rhymer*. Ask them to tell you who you are describing.

- Place a variety of objects in 4 bag (book, spoon, pencil, ociaaors,
ba).l, rock, etc.). Call on one child to describe one of the items
in the bag without telling the name of the item. Call on another
child to identify the item, then let that second child describe one
of the objects.
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Msrtiso Riddlos

for

DETUTIvr. Isr,StiON

The Mysterious tiAn Cron Mors

1. The first thing Mrvin 041.1 WO a great Vg red truiak. "Ow, ie
thie" Marvin thought. . . It had a ladder on it and alma a
hoee. . . . Ae it went down the (greet, u very loud, etrunge
noiee oame out of it. (Fire truck)

2. Marvin eaw another vehicle ooming toward him. This Ofle xsi
yellow and a lot of ohildren 4104e riding on it. . . . It finaNu
etepped in front of a eohool. . . . The door opened and many
ohildren came out holding bookbage and lunahoo. (School. bun)

3. Next Marvin walked into a big building that had runy tablea.
Vhet kind of place in thin?" he thought. People were sitting
at the tabled; thsy were eating and drinking. . . . Other people
were walking around carrying Pod to the tablee. . 4 few
people wore big white aprone and ware cooking tote of different
kinde of food. (Restaurant)

4. Than Marvin walked into another building. "Now where am I?" h4
thought. In :hie building, people wore puehing (lame and
putting different kindo of feod t.:n the carte. . . . One par: of
this building had many vegetables and ftuits; another part had
cane piled up; atilt another had loaves of bread stacked on
shalom). . . . Soma people lined up their carts white a person
behind a counter took the food out and put it into brown paper
bags. (Grocery store)

5. Next Marvin walked into SOM4 big tents. "What kind of place Le
this?" ha wondered. Inside, ha saw the etrangeet-looking oreaturea:
eome had bright red noses and great big Pet, some wore clothes
that eparkled; one had a very tall hat . Or41 person wao
leading an elephant around; another wao riding a horse in a circle
white another pereon was walking across a thin rope. . . There
were many different kinds of animals. (Circus)

6. Just before Marvin went back to Mars, something strange tha: he
had never seen before came down from the sky. It wao very cold
and white and soft. Do you know what it wee? . . . Some creatures
ware making balls out of it and thnowing them at each other.

. .

There were some great big =Miner: pushing it out of the way. (Snow)
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IntroduUiOn to in ft or t ons

Inventor thinking is at the heart of creativity. It is similar to what tod
often call °brainstorming*--coming up with 040y solutions or answers to 4
single question. In inventor thiojng, there is pp right answer. we went
children to think of lots of responses and to foql free to express very
unusual or even wacky ideas.

In order to encourage children's creativity, we need to push children fef 45
many ideas 4: they can give us, Even when they 04 *4)) thought out,4 we
as4 them to come up with Just 004 010r4 i044, Oft4M it IS these later resoonses--
when the brain is forced to strainthat ore the most creative, unique or
ingenious, At the same time, while we challenge children to come up with more
and still mote ideas, we let them know by our words and body language that all
ideas are acceptable and will be valued,

Ivan the Inventor symbolizes the kind of thinking that is used in these lessons.
ily identifying with Ivan and putting on imaginary inventor's spectacles. the
children can prepare themselves to be inventors. By mentioning Ivan and helping
the children prepare to be inventors, you can lot the children know what kind of
thinking you are expecting during a given activity.

Ivan has certain qualities that make him a very creative inventor. He is
good at thinking UP WS of ideas, he doesn't give up easily. He pushes him-
self for more ideas, and he is especially proud of his strangest and most
unexpected responses. Ivan is always ready to surprise people by seeing
things in 4 new end different way.

Children can learn to be more creative by practicing and by being challenged
to produce a variety of answers to a single question. In a world that
changes as quickly 4S ours does, nothing could bo more helpful to a child
than to be able to see things in a lot of different ways. By developing the
creative ability of children, we help them to cope better with the challenges
their lives will bring and to tap their own potential to solve problems in
unique ways.
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Todey I ant yoo to oo*t other Wood of oto* uSo hoe do diffotow vial of
thinktog. 010 MO* 14 1044. end So likes (0 (ti14* up lot* aod I. end lot* of
differeot 14oati. lveo is eo lovootof wsitS 44Ib (Sot $4 06014 4( (li041104 4p

ideas end sooing things to a now oily, 3ftv04(0f4 mo*o up (Slogs Ow may sotptise
othor people. when 1044 got* toady to tio his tovoottog, So puts oo his opociel
inventor *potterlost, Thoy holp him think of fteu Woe* 4o4 404 1h$004 14 4
dift0,00( M4Y. 5.00 1i00444 spoclaclos hore to St* pwkotx*thoy 4f0 11*0 oyo
glesso*. Re takes hi* *pectetlos 04( 0( Nis po?ko; aod 44fof4lly places Mem oo
his nose, pulling the frame* over hi* 441*. V4(th hou I (4** 01 14VO4(4440
*pettedly* out of my pocket mid placo them oo 5 taco (OtM0104tRATC). #e*
reedy to 040 thiogs differootly. Lot's 411 pot oo Ouf 14v00(dfe4 4p0t(4A44 444
gOt f0441, CO think of lot* 404 10(4 and 10(4 Of 1404* 444 10 440 th1444 14
a new May. Aro you all ready to bo inventor*,

041# 4ay IV0A 411.* 104.41)Pr um* to ItIA Wi,nra;tAry utorn Us npttro4 an 4.14 tAIXIAS

04 040 of the *helve*. "What 4 !too 110 4e,' l4t44 tveo. "1 04Y0f ooticed it
before. Whet 4fe oll the thing* I could do uith that bottler 144+44 40( 04(

a pencil and twee paper and doci4od to peke A 114t 01 411 tho thioge he could de
with the IntOrOlitIng looking bottle. Rut flf4t he remoomVored to (4** out t$14
inventor's spectecles aod to place them cerefully oo his taco. *tow So woo roady

to think of lots of ideas. lit44 %Tote on the paper;
Piece a flower in it
Draw 4 picture of it
Spin it like 4 top
Plato it under the window to 1,,.00p it a

Blow into it- ood 04** 4 noise
Top it and host it ing
Dee it 40 4 candle holder

°Soy oh boy," thought Ivan, "111440 4r0 *000 really good ideas, but I bet I could
think of some really different ones. I need to ofte thipgo in 4 now way and pot
get *tuck." So he pushed his glasses back oo his littlo pig nose (DEMOSSTRATO and
OC4Ctod tO write againt

Put 4 miniature spaceship in tho bottle
Rub the bottle and itee it a genie appears
Make it into a rattle ulth stones inside
Throw the bottle in the trash
Put 60140 magic potion in it
Cover the bottlo with wall paper
Dee it as a rolling pin
Make it tato 4 will h4411,14
N4144 it into a sail boat

"Soy oh boy," thought Ivan, "my ideas are getting really wacky. :'m pretty good
at 6002141 things la a OCW way. One more tryld And he pushed his spectacles up on
his nose sad WOW

Look through the bottom of the bottle
Soft if I C40 get my finger stuck in it
rut a message in it and throw It in the 0C440
C.4tch a lizard to keep in It
Put a gift in it for my nos

°That's iti That's itt" Ivan was so happy. Re figured out what he uould use
the bottle forto wrap hie mother's birthday mitt. itow ell he needed to do
wee to decide what the giit was that would go inside the bottle, but he would
save that inventing job for another day. 40



TEACHING SKILLS FOR INVENTOR LESSONS

Skills Hints

I. Gather all necessary materials
before beginning.

2. Set activity up so all can see
and hear.

3. Present activity with interest
and enthusiasm.

4. Use a "buzz phrase" so children
know what's expected of them.

5. List all the ideas given on a
large sheet of paper or on the
chalkboard.

Have all items organized and ready
to use: objects for brainstorming;
chalkboard or chart paper for
listing responses.

Be sure there's adequate space for
involvement and that potential
distractions are removed.

Use a varied and dramatic tone of
voice. Children will pick up on
your own interest and enthusiasm.

Let the children know how they will
be involved in the activity.
"Today we're going to be inventors."
Have the children put on their
pretend inventor's spectacles.

Show that each idea is important
by writing it down for all to see.
Repeat each idea as recorded in order
to shaw the great variety of ideas given
and to help generate new ones.

6. Listen to and accept all thoughtful Acknowledge all efforts. Phrases
responses. like "/' can see you're really

thinking" and "That's an interesting
1Wea" give attention to individual
effort. If it's unclear how a
response relates to the problem,
ask the child to explain. "That's
an interesting idea. TeZZ us how
it will heZp us solve our problem."

7. Avoid making value judgments.
Treat all responses equally.

8. Pause, read back the list and
ask for additional responses.

41

Present the creative thinking task
inasobjective a manner as possible.
Avoid leading questions. The ideas
should be the children's.

Press for as many new and unusual
ideas as possible. Even after all
ideas seem exhausted, ask each to
come up with one more idea.
Phrases like "What's still another
way to do ?" encourage greater
thought and originality.
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(Teaching Skills for Inventor Lessons, Cont'd.)

Skills Hints

9. Phrase questions in a different
way to encourage additional
responses.

10. Ask for responses from a
majority of the class.

11. Ask for more information or
detail about responses given.

12. Summarize the class's
accomplishments.

Think of another way to ask the same
question. Phrases like "IMagine
yourself using at home or
outdoors. In what ways would you
use this ?" Give more
information that will help stimulate
new ideas.

Involve as many children in the
brainstorming as possible. Make
eye contact with each and address
specific individuals who mny need
it. "What's a way you think you
could use this Rdy?"

Encourage children to offer as
much detail as possible. Phrases
like "TeZl us a ZittZe more about
that idea" and "Give us some more
information." Ask children to think
through their ideas more fully.

Close the lesson by highlighting the
group's main accomplishments.
"In this inventor activity we
found out how many ways you couZd

." Acknowledge all inventor's
efforts. "You've aZZ worked hard
at being inventors. Good work!"
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MODEL INVENTOR LESSON

Inventing Different Uses

GOAL:

To list a variety of uses for objects

MATERIALS:

- a familiar object (select on'of the following: rope, material scrap,
newspaper, shoebox, cellophane, pipe cleaner, egg carton)

- chalkboard or chart paper, chalk or marker

- paper, crayons or felt pens

STEPS:

1. Gather materials. Have all items organized and ready to
use. Select a familiar object to
introduce. Have a chalkboard or chart
paper nearby.

2. Prepare children to be
inventors.

I'm going to ask you to be inventors
for this activity. What do I mean by
that word? Pause for responses.
Adapt children's responses when neces-
sary.... A person who creates or thinks
up ideas ... Have everyone put on
their pretend lab coat and take out
their spectacles.

3. Introduce the idea of I'm going to show you an object you've
inventing new uses for the seen before. For this activity 1
object. want you to invent or think up dif-

ferent ways to use this object--ways
we might not have thought of befbre.
This is the object. Hold up the ob-
ject for all to see.

4. Write down ALL the ideas
given.

Ok inventors, what are some ways to
use this ? Tell me your
ideas one at a time so we can hear
everyone's idea. I'LL write down the
ideas you tett me so we can keep track
of them. As each child offers an idea
write it down on the chalkboard or
chart paper so all can see. Accept
all ideas especially unusual or "far
out" ideas and treat each response
equally.

43
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(Inventing Different Uses, con't.)

5. Read back the list and ask for After children have exhausted their ideas
more ideas. read back the list. Give attention to

the wide variety of ideas given. These
are aZZ good ideas you've thought up.
Push for additional ideas. Phrase the
question in a different way to help gene-
rate new ideas. What are stiZZ some other
ways to use this ? Think about
some things you could do with this
at home, at school, playing outdoors.
Allow time for additional responses. En-
courage responses from a majority of the
class. Add these new ideas to the list.
When you've pressed for as many new ideas
as possible, again read back the list.

6. Acknowledge all inventors'
efforts.

7. Ask for more information or
detail.

Acknowledge the hard work that went into
the ideas given. All of these different
ideas show what good inventors you are.
Good work!

Now we're going to play a second game
using theal ideas. I'll read you back
the list again. Choose your favorite
idea. Point to the list of responses.
Don't tell us what it is. Think about
how you would use the in
that way. One at a time you can come up
and pantomime or act out the idea without
using words. We'ZZ try and guess what
the idea is. Allow time for as many to
get involved as possible.

A second variation for encouraging more
detail is to ask children to pid: their
favorite idea to draw. Then ask each
to tell you about his/her picture, en-
couraging each to offer as much detail as
possible.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Introduce the activity a second time using an unfamiliar object (see suggestions
under materials). I'm going to show you an object you haven't seen or used
before. You will have to be inventors and think up possible ideas for using
this object. Hold up an unfamiliar object such as a seam ripper, nut-
cracker, or corkscrew. Continue using above steps.

4 4
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INVENTOR LESSON

Inventing Reasons for Feelings

GOALS:

To list a variety of situations that are associated with different emotions.

MATERIALS:

- Pictures of people showing a range of emotions (pictures are included
following the lesson).

- Chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or pen.

- Paper, crayons or felt pens for each child.

STEPS:

1. Gather materials. Have the emotion pictures, a chalkboard, paper
and crayons within reach.

2. Prepare the children to
be inventors.

3. Introduce the idea of
inventing reasons for
feelings.

4. Write down all the ideas
given.

I'm going to ask you to be inventors for this
activity. What does it mean to be an inventor?
Remember our story about Ivan the Inventor ...
pause for responses. Add to or adapt the children's
answers if necessary. An inventor is someone who
creates or thinks up ideas Let's get ready to
be inventors. Put on your inventor's spectacles.
Pantomine putting on spectacles.

This activity has to do with feelings. I'll
show you a picture of someone having a certain
feeling. After we decide what the feeling is,
I want you to invent or think up reasons why
the person is having that feeling. Hold up the
first picture. Decide as a group what feeling is
shown. What are all the things that might have
happened to make this person (angry)? Tell
me as much as you can about the reasons why.

Tell me your ideas one at a time so we can hear
everyone's idea. I'll write down the ideas
you tell me so We can keep track of them.
As each child offers an idea write it down on
the chalkboard or chart paper so all can see.
Accept all ideas especially unusual or "far-out"
ideas. Treat each response equally.



5. Read back the list
and ask for more ideas.
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After the children have exhausted their ideas,
read back the list. Give attention to the wide
variety of ideas given and press for additional
ideas. These are aZZ good ideas. Now I want
you to try to come up with stiZZ more reasons
why this person will be (angry). Think about
times you ve been (214..) or people you've
known who have gotfeh-(angry). What happened
to make them (angry)? Allow time for additional
responses. Encourage responses from a majority
of the class. Add these new ideasto the list.
When you've pushed for as many new ideas as
possible, again read back the list.

6. Acknowledge all inventors' Give attention to the hard work that went into
efforts. the ideas given. All of those different reasons

for feelings show what good inventors you are.
Good work!

7. Ask for more information
or detail.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY

Repeat the same process for a second picture.
This time you may want to have each child draw
what happened to make the person feel (happy).
When finished ask each to talk about the idea in
his/her picture. Encourage children to offer
as much information as possible.

- Introduce another feeling picture., This time ask the children to offer ideas
about what the person did after feeling (scared). Pii4,t are aZZ the things this
person might do after feeaTii(scared)? Continue using the above steps.
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INVENTOR LESSON:
Inventing Reasons for Feelings

Emotion Picture:
ANGER

BOHST Project
University of Illinois

1984-85
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INVENTOR LESSON:
Inventing Reasons for Feelings

emotion Picture:
SAD

BOHST Project
University of Illinois

1984-85
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INVENTOR LESSON:
Inventing Ressons for Feeling,

Emotion Picture:
SCARED

BOHST Project
Univer4ity of Illinoio

1984-85
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INvENTOR LESSON:
inventing Ro4$ons :or roofings

Emotion Picturo:
KAPPY

$011ST Project

Vniver4Ity of fi1in4 i4
1964=0



INVENTOR LESSON

Inventing Body Movements

GOAL:

To list a variety of movements using body parts

MATERIALS:

- chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or pen

- a table that will lie on its side

- sheet

- clothesline and clothespins

STEPS:

1. Gather materials. Have the table nearby, the sheet ready to
be suspended, and the chalkboard within
reach.

2. Prepare children to be
inventors.

3. Introduce the idea of
inventing body movement.

I'm going to ask you to be inventors for
this activity. What do I mcan by that
word? Remember our story about the
inventor, Ivan? Pause for responses.
Add to or adapt the children's answers
if necessary. An inventor is someone
who creates or thinks up ideas. . . .

Let's get ready to be inventors. Put
on your spectacles. Vantomime putting on
spectacles.

This activity has to do with body movements.
I'll tell you a body part. I want you to
invent or think up as many different
movements as you can using that body part.
Let's try our (hands) first. What are
some movements you could make just using
your hands?

4. Write down all the You may want to draw a picture clue or
ideas given. write "hands" at the top of yoitcv7qmilkboard

or paper (for example: hands ).

Show me your movement ideas one at a time
so everyone will have a chance to see them.
VII write down each idea you give me so
we can keep track of them. So what are
some ways to move using onZy your hands?
As each child offers an idea, write it
down for all to see. Accept all ideas,

5.5



Inventing Body Movements

5. Read back the list and
ask for more ideas.

especially unusual or "far-out" ones.
Treat each response equally.

After Om group seems to have run out of
ideas, read back the list. Acknowledge
the wide variety of ideas given, than ask
for even more ideas. These are aZZ
interesting hand movements. Now I ant
you to think up even more !Jaye to move
your hands. Hold up your own hands.
What are coma ways to move these hands?
Add any new ideas to the list. When you
feel the children have exhausted their ideas,
again read back the list.

6. Acknowledge all You've invented a great number of hand
inventors' efforts. movements. Good work!

7. Repeat the process. Introduce a second body part (feet, head,
hips, knees) and follow the same steps
as above.

8. Vary the involvement Use the list of body movements generated
with body movements, by the class to play the movement game,

"Everybody Do This" (see the melody below).
The children take turns as leader. The
leader can select a body movement from the
list or make up a new one for the rest to
follow.

(To the tune of "Shortntni Breed")

iM
aMS11/11111MINIMI111111111111111 111111111111111111111111MBI
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WAIN WM NI IIANIM SAME Ir II

I El.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:
Every bod-y do this, do this, do this, Every bod-y do this just like sel

- Tell the children that they will be doing a different type of inventing
using body movements. Turn a table on its side and have children take
turns kneeling behind it. Showing only their hands, have them pantomime
an action. Those watching can take turns guessing what is being
pantomimed. The teacher should go first to demonstrate pantomiming hand
motidns. Suggested hand actions include washing hands, playing the piano,
trimming fingernails, sawing wood, sewing, pouring a cup of juice, building
a tower of blocks.

- Follow the same procedure using feet movements. Have children stand
behind a suspended sheet and pantomime actions using _glor their feet.
The teacher should go first to demonstrate. Suggested feet actions
include playing hopscotch, dancing ballet, jogging, walking on hat sand,
skating, tiptoeing.
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INVENTOR LESSON

Inventing an Ending

GOAL:

To create an ending to a fictional story

MAnRIALS:

- Chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or pen
- Paper, crayons or felt pone

STEPS:

1. Gather materials.

2. Prepare children to be in-
ventors.

3. Introduce the idea of
inventing an ending.

Have the chalk board or chart paper
anu crayons for each child within
easy reach.

We're going to be inventore for thia
activity. Remember our etory about
Ivan The Inventor and the meaning of
that word "inventor"? Pause for re-
sponses. An inventor is someone who
creates or thinks up ideas... Let's
put on our inventor's spectacles so
that we're ready for this activity.
Pantomime action with the class.

I'm going to ten you a short story
about an astronaut. Have someone
in the group explain the meaning of
that word, astronaut. Adapt the re-
sponse if needed... Someone who traveZs
in apace... I win ten you the be-
ginning of the story but I need each of
you to invent an ending. Are you
ready, inventors?

Once there was an astronaut who was
sent on a special space mission. During
the flight the astronaut discovers that
the spaceship's computer has gone out.
She must make an emergency landing. The
astronaut Lands on a pZanet she has
never heard of or been to before. What
does ahe do?

4. Write down all the ideas given. Have your chalkboard or chart paper
ready. You may want to put a heading
at the top '..rith a picture clue (for
example: What will the astronaut do?

,,



(Inventing an ending, con't,)

5. Read back the list and ask
for more ideas.

Think about some p000ib; endtnge to

that story. Ken ycn4 hove 4n onding in
mind, I'll write it down so we can keep
a record of your ideas. So what do you
think that aetromaut did after landing
on that etrange planet? Encourage
responses from as many children as
possible. Write down each idea, Pick

out the main point of each child's
ending to write down so that you're lnly
writing short phrases tor each idea.
(example: repaired the computer; sent
a message back to earth; went exploring,

etc.). Accopt all ideas and treat each
equally.

When the class seems to be out of endings,

read back the liet. Acknowledge the wide

variety and push for more ideas. You've
thought up some good endings to our story.
Now think some more. What else oould
that astronaut have done? What would you

have done if you were in her place? Allow

time for additional endings and add these

to the list. When the group is finished
suggesting endings, read back the entire

list once more.

6. Acknowledge all inventors' You've suggested some interesting endings

efforts. to our astronaut story.

7. Ask for more information or
detail.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

To extend children's involvement you may
want to ask them to draw what they think
the astronaut did on that planet. They

can use the list they generated and pick
their favorite ending or they can invent

still another ending. Ask each to then

tell you about his/her picture, encouraging

each to offer as much detail as possible.

- Review the astronaut story activity with the class. Tell them that you have some

more information about that astronaut. Remember our astronaut who was forced

to make an emergency landing? WeZZ she tried and tried to repair the rocket-

ship, but just couZdn't. So she decided that she was going to have to make

this planet her home. The astronaut buiZt herself a little clay hut to live

in. She figured out how to make meals out of the strange plants she found.

E'jen though she wae all alone, the astronaut felt very ;.appy on this new p:anet.

Then one day she discovered that the ship's computer was working again.

Vlat does the astrona4t decide to do? Ask the class to invent an ending to

this story. They may want to draw their ideas on paper. Ask each to tell

you about his/her picture. Encourage each child to give you as much detail

as possible.
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INVENTOR LESSON

Inventing Solutions to Problems

GOAL:

To generate possible solutions to everyday problems

MATERIALS:

- Chalkboard or chart paper, marker or pen
- Paper, crayons or felt pens

STEPS:

1. Gather materials.

2. Prepare children to be
inventors.

Have your chalkboard ready to use and
paper, crayons or felt-tip pens within
reach.

We're going to do some inventing for
thin activity. Remember Ivan and what
it means to invent? Pause for responses.
Adapt children's responses if needed.
To invent is to create or think up ideas.
Let's put on our inventor's epectaclee.
Pretend to put on spectacles.

3. Introduce the idea of Today you're going to be inventing ways
inventing solutions to prob- to solve problems. I'm going to ten
lems. you what the problem is and I want you

to think of as many ways as you can to
solve that prblem. OK, here's the prob-
lem. Let'e say that ycu have to carry
20 apples to school far snack, but there
are no paper bage. What else could you
use to carry aZZ those apples?

4. Write down all the ideas
given.

5. Read back the list and
ask for more ideas.

Have your chalkboard or chart paper ready.
Tell me your ideas one at a time eo we
can hear everyone's idea. I'll write
them down so we can keep track of the pos-
sible ways to solve this problem. How
else could you carry those apples to
school? Encourage responses from the
majority of the class. Write down each
idea given. Accept all ideas and treat
each response equally.

When the children seem to have run out of
ideas, read their list back to them. Ack-
nowledge the large numbers of different
ideas invented and then push for still
more ideas. You're thought up some in-
teresting ways to solve this problem. Now
keep thinking. What else would you do
ifyou had to get those apples to school?
Allow time for more ideas and again write
down each response. When the group has

59 stopped giving ideas read the list one more time.



(Inventing Solutions to Problema, con't.)

6. Acknowledge all inventors'
offorte.

7. Auk for more information or
detail.

You'vo come up with toto of waua to aolva
thin problem. Good workl

To extend childran'e involvement you may
want to aek them to draw their eolution
to the problem. Show me on paper what
uou would do if th:41 happened to uou.
Auk each child to tell you about hie/her
picture. Encourage each to offer ea much
detail ae poenible. Write the children'a
deecriptions of their pictures on their
papern.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- RepeAr the activity above using a second problem ottuetion. Select one from
the following:

a) You need to roach a book on a ahelf junt over your head. What
could you use?

b) You need to move water from one tub to another. How could you do it?

c) You're leaving school on a cold, wintry day, but notice your jacket
is missing. What could you do to stay warm?

d) You're building a long bridge of blocks. You want to keep track of
how long it is, but you don't have a ruler. How else could you measure
it?
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INVENTOR LESSON

ShApa Inventions

GOAL :

To list A variety of objects chat have certain geometric ahapen.

MATERIALS:

- Large geometric shapes made from 4 heavy material (tagboard, heavy
construction paper, cardboard).

- Shape sheets for each child (see the sample Shape Sheet at the end of this lesson).
- Envelopes with smaller cut out shapes for each child.

- Chalkboard on chart paper; chalk and pan.

- Paper, crayons or felt pens for each child

STEPS:

1. Gather materials. Have the chalkboard and large shapes within reach.
Have the Shape Sheets and envelopes prepared.

2. Prepare children to be
inventors.

3. Introduce the idea of
shape inventions.

I'tt need you to do a kind of invent.ing for this
activity. Do you remember what it means to invent?
Pause for responses and adapt them if necessary.
To invent is to create or think up ideas
Let's put our inventor's spectacles on. Pantomine
putting on spectacles.

For this activity, I'm going to ask you to invent
or create as many objects as you can that have a
certain shape. i'lZ hold up a shape. :cok at it
closely and see how many things you oan :hink of
that have :hat shape. Select one shape. Hold it
up against a background with a contrasting color
so that it's easy to see (square) is underlined
and in parenthesis. Have the group identify the
shape. What are acme things that ,:ould have this
(square) shape?

C 1



4. Wilt@ down ell the Wean
given.

5. Reed back the liat and ask for
more ideas.

6. Acknowledge all inventore
efforts.

7. Repeat the process.

8. Aok for more information
or detail.

52

INV@ your chalkboard or chart paper randy.
You may want 4 heading enaicture klup At

Ithe top (example: square ). Tal1 ma
your idead ono at a ttme no 1 can write them
down. That way we oan keep track of all your II

idaae. Write down each responae dO all can mill
accept all answers: eepecially unusual or "far-out
ideas. Treat earh equally. Encourage the
majority of the clang to offer reaponsea.

II

After the class has exhausted their shape ideas"
read their list back to them: point out the
great number of ideate given. Preen for still
more ideas. You've given Mut iota ofvaiy diffell
abjectly that have that (aquare) &tape. Don't
atop now. Think hard and try to come up with
acme more ideas,. Allow time for more ideas
and add these to the list. When the children
are out of ideas, read their list back again.

A Zot of tatought went into thia :iat. You've
come up with a good number of thinla :hat have
a (aauare) ahape. Good work!

Follow the same steps tieing a second geometric
shape (circle, rectangle, triangle, diamond,
etc.).

To extend children's involvement you may want till
give them a Shape Sheet with a shape printed on II
several times. (See the sample Shape Sheet at the
end of this lesson). You can use a third shape
use one already discussed as a group. Ask each
draw a different idea on each shape. Children
can use ideas from the list they came up with or
they can invent new ideas. Ask each child to tell
you about his/her drawings. Encourage children
to include as much detail as possible and to be
really inventive.

11

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

Tell the class that they will be doing a different kind of inventing using shapes.
Give each child an envelope with an assortment of cut out shapes (4-7 shapes in
each envelope). Ask them to come up with as many different pictures as they can II

using the shapes from their envelopes. Have each child tell you about his/her
ideas and write them down on an individual list for that child to see.



Square Shope Sheet
For ci varie-houbstitute any simple shape.)
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ENTOR LCSSON

Inventing Reasons for Sounds

GOAL:

To generate posoible reaeone (sources) for a eound

MATERIALS:

- Chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or pen

- Sound makers (such as the following: woodblock--knocking sound; bells--
ringing sound; cup and pitcher o( waterwater pouring sound; sandpaper--
scratching sound; mipper--zipping sound; newspapertearing sound:
kitchen timer--ticking sound).

- Room divider to stand behind while making the above aounde.

STEPS:

I. Gather materials. Have the chalkboard or chart paper within
reach. Wave the divider sot up with the
sound makers hidden behind it.

2. Prepare children to be in-
ventors.

You're going to be inventors for this
activity. Remomber what an inventor 1JOe
What did our friend Ivan tho /nuentor
do? Pause for responses and adapt if
needed. Ho created or thought up ideao .

. . . Put your inventor's apeotacles on.
Pretend to put on spectacles.

3. Introduce the idea of 3asidee inventing, you're going to do acme
inventing reasons for sounds. pretending and listening to soulds in

this activity. Lot's pro:and that you're
at (home; and you hear this sound.
Make a (scraf:ching sound) behind the
divider so the children hear the sound but
do not see you make it. What are same
:hinge that might make tha: soune
Really do some inventing here. Mink
up al/ the thinge you can that :ou:d
make that sound. And remember, we're
pretending to be at (home).

4. Write down all the ideas
given.

Have your chalkboard or chart paper
ready. Ptt urite down each idea
te/l me. Mat way we can heep :rack :f
all your ideae. So if you were a: (home),
what could be making this sound" Repeat

C.1



Inventing R04 00 for Sound

5. Read beck the list and
aok for mord idede,

6. Acknowledge all
inventor's efforts.

7. Repeat the procesa.

the sound and do so 44 orton 44 noodod.
Write d4we, each idea given. tncourage
responses from 40 many children 40
poosible. Accept 411 ideas, especially
unusual or "far-out" iddas, Treat
each Idea equally.

When the group has stepped giving you
idoao, read choir Hat back to them.
Horo aro the ijoda :1g14/V4 iN44 t4 00
!ar tYu'oe thuih: up a good

Jf difforont roaoone for thta
own.(7. Keep goinj. Aa: olee fraght
rv.ke eaund:' Rea:* 0.1431:n4 yo4r04!
at ycur (homeJ, Yovio eaund
Repeat mound. 144t 404ild makirj
Allow time for additional !demi and
add these to the lift. When the class
has exhausted their !Joao, read the list
back to them again.

YOU.V4 7Om4 4p vich Zo:o interooting
reoaone for our dound. Good work!

Follow the 04=0 steps above, using
eecond place (school, store, farm) and
4 second sound (knocking, ringing,
pouring, zipping, tearing, ticking).

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Tell the class that they're going to play a different kind of game
inventing sounds. I'n going to aek you to Frotend thia
t4me you're at a (boa:co:ball gan.e, in :;14 Lxvtio at a ILLatzfla7.2.1I,
tn a roatauran* a: _bat's:nil a: ,,ne countv tatr). 74:: "42 :no Jounda
you hear .alere. Write down each idea and encourage 44 many ideas from
each child 40 you can.



INVIINTOR I

Inventina dud Di((droncoo

COALs

To list similaritios and diffdrancos hotw

WERIALSt

- Chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or pen

smst,=70
1. Cotter materials.

2. Prepare children to
be inventors

3. Introduce the idea
of inventing simi-
larities and differ-
ences.

4. Write down all tha
ideas given.

5. Read back the list
and ask for more
ideas.

indivIdtiolo

HMO 4 chalkboard viaibla and within reaczh.

We'll need to be tnuontord for thin gotta*.
What dm an inventor da? Pdmomber roar0 What
did he do? Pause for responsea. Add to or
adapt children's responses if needed. He ore4144
or thought up tdeae... Cdt'd get ready to da
44 inventing. Lot': put on otir invontyr'e opeotacles,
Pantomime action with the class.

we'll need to da some carefUl observing or looking
at people in thie activity. going to ask
you to look far ways in which people are the oamo
and 'Jaya in which they are different. r'm going
to have mo of you come up at a time. The rest
of ue wili firet invent or think kp ways in
which the two are alike.

Select two childrer t come up in front of the
group.tet's look at (Terru) and
(Chrie) . What makes them75TiVr-rhat in
117-3E;rabout them? 7eLl me your ideas ono a: a
time so we can hear everyone's idea. I win
write down each idea you give me so we can keep
track of them. Encourage responses from as many
children as possible. As each child suggests a
similarity write it down for all to see. Accept
all ideas and treat each response equally.

After the group seems to have run out of similarities
read back their list. You've liven me :ots of ways
in which (Terru) and (Chris) are alike. Now see
ifyou can oome up wi7.h 37:7! more ways. :n what
ways dO ,Terrti) and (ChTis) :ook or act alike?
Allow titii-/ii-additional responses and add these
to the list. When the children seem to have run
out of ideas, read back the list once more.



Onvanting Sicilartiiaa,

Acknoviodgo pit Itivomt0to'
ettort*,

Kopaat tho prooa,

0, Vary tho involvar4out,

LESNoNs EOM ANOT1W,ILJMY:

)4

)1144t!'0 eZ W1401 )14P4 4 1!911.P4f1;1

00 fh?1,1e#y- oftq74tqq,e0 t.ofkeofi
WIPtits) 410 (74140, 1,:aoj Otin:

follow tha 041%0 atopo uaing 4 wen4
pair of childron, Includo 40 many paira
of rhil4ran 40 time wili allow.

WlIon you (oal that tho group boa vorkaii
4C invonting almilaritioa long onaugh,
vary tho involvamont by ooking childran
to invent W4Y0 in which Olt° Chti4r411
4re Offerent. c747mtImp. 444A# 04 4044
4tOp4 44 4bOVO.

- Remit the abova procaoa e( looking (or aimilarttiaa 4n4 ilifforoncaa u$ing
thrda difforant individuala at 4 tiro.

4.2 67



ltiNCNIOt( W0011

10Vdlitlit4 4 Vit0304' 74 cAi

041

To lisi 00 0 4rcmc!s aJf iti4f04' 010 004T 44o,414 o Inta vl era tatc-V,

HATC41414;

CheMbeer4 or 7)14ft p4pori w4irtor Of Voti.

OTtP3t

1. Gather 04t4r1414,

Prapera eh:14
inventore.

£4 4a

It4v4 your 4.7114ia r4 p4poir fc44y tO ode,

pfn , 4ok ;OA Olvontjtke 444k,
01,4t 4j44 th4f 0440 ;:';.e.e Otft? 4k4;tiot
tvan tho ;nvomt4r, Allow tin* rn reopeneee.An invemp oroatee thinkit up iloae. L0:14
vet roo4 to _JO 404W 4v4j Vlot 4tti zur
ofwtoees. renc4oine the ection vith the 41444.

3. Introduce the ides of trIVIOC- LAI:44 pe441,d414 Ch41. lick 4harvo frri4nping 4 witched' otow, ViT11441 4'40';J, to:ta eay that thl:o vitakee d:01.1
id t-h-0 kinJ that tuene reqp:o vh4 oat it Cnta mwsnand torVe vitAeo. need to deci,de vh4t the
ieqredienta eht!utd bo, :nvont thi,n*, up the kind4
iOf :hinge CP in;r0d1'.441t4 1,414 think A,Phutd roo into
t:itat

4, grit* down 411 the 14444
given.

5. Read back the list and ask
for pore ideas.

You stey W4Mt to put 4 heading with 4 p cture clue
4C the top your chalkboard or chart paper.
Cesample: Mean end Terrible Witches' Stew).

Vnen you have 00M4 ideas f.r ivrediente
for oar *wan and terri.bte vit-okee dt0V
:4!! Pt! ta.ite dovin eaoh idea 40

keep :rook 4i vhat w're pu:ting in cur 4:41.,.
What kinda of thinis should lo into 4 4tsP41 :ha: turne
people into mean, terri,ble vit:hes. :hink
As each child suggests an ingredient write it down forall to te. Accept all 14e4s even unusual or
wacky 00.6. Treat each response equally and try to
get ideas from tho ma,lority of the clasu .

ghen the class setae to have xhausted their ideas,
reed back their list olf ingredients. Give attention
to the wide variety of ideas. Press for additional
ideas. 1 need ta id: same more ingredient ideas
from you. Fretend ;fou're vitones. rou need
to include .2:1, the ne.vsaary imirtdionts zo make :ha

G"



stew just right. Just right to turn people into II
mean and terrible witches. What are some other
ingredients to include? Allow time for more ideall
and add these to the list. When the children hav
stopped giving ideas, read back the list once more

6. Acknowledge all inventors' I think the stew will be perfect. You've
efforts. invented some interesting ingredients for

a very good stew. It wiZZ reaZZy do the trick! II
Good thinking!

7. Repeat the process. Follow the same steps only this time tell the
cla s that they need to make a witches' stew
that will turn people who eat it into kind and 11
wonderful witches. What would these ingredients
be?

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY

Tell the children that they're going to play a similar witches' stew game. This
witches' stew however is a magic stew. It's magic because when eaten it will
let the people turn into anything they want:. Have individuals sample the pagic
stew and role play or act out what they've become, while the rest of the group
tries to guess what it is .

6 9



INVENTOR LESSON

Inventing Solutions to Conflict

GOAL:

To list possible solutions to conflict situations.

MATERIALS:

- Chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or pen

- 2 - 3 Hand puppets

STEPS:

1. Gather materials. Have chalkboard and hand puppets within reach.

2. Prepare the children You'll need to be inventors for this activity.
to be inventors. Remember our story about Ivan the Inventor? What

does an inventor do? Allow time for responses
and adapt if necessary. An inventor is someone
who creates or thinks up ideas. Like Ivan, let's
put on our inventor's spectacles. Pretend to put
on spectacles.

3. Introduce the idea of I'm going to ask you to invent different ways to
inventing solutions. solve problems that people might have with each other.

tell you what the problem is. You think up possible
ways to settle the problem.

Pretend you're building with some very Zarge blocks,
you've made a great spaceship that has room for one
astronaut pilot. Your friend comes aZong and says
he wants to fly the ship or else he won't play. What
would you do? What are some ways to settle the
problem?

4. Write down all the
ideas given.

I'll write down each idea you tell me. On your
chalkboard or paper write down each response so
all can see. Pick out the main point of each
child's solution so that you're only writing short
phrases for each idea. Some ideas might be: build
a second ship; tell a friend to come back later;
have a friend send messages on the radio from earth.
Accept all ideas especially unusual for "far-out"
ideas. Treat each equally.



5. Read back the list
and ask for more
ideas.

60

When the group has stopped giving you solutions, read
over their list aloud. Point out the number of
solutions invented and encourage more ideas. Keep
working on it. How else might you deaZ with that
problem? What are some more different solutions?
When the class has exhausted their ideas, read back
their entire list once more.

6. Acknowledge all You've invented some interesting ways to settle that
inventor's efforts. problem. Good thinking.

7. Repeat the process.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

Introduce a second problem situation. PPetend
you're eating snacks at school. The person next
to you gets up and spills your juice aZZ over. You
then find out that aZZ the juice is gone. What would
you do? What are the different ways you might deal
with that problem? Follow the same procedure as
above.

- Introduce a third conflict situation with hand puppets. Present the problem
to the children by acting out the first character with a puppet. Then one at
a time have the children come up and suggest solutions with the second hand
puppet. Situation: One child, Joe, is playing outdoors in the sandbox
building the biggest sand castle ever using the school's pail and shovel.
Joe goes inside for a few minutes. When he comes out he finds Jill using
the pail and shovel. .He asks for it back, but Jill says it's hers because
Joe left. What could he do?

71



INVENTOR LESSON

Inventing Ways To Move

GOAL:

To move your body or an object across the floor in a variety of ways.

MATERIALS:

Chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or pen

One large bouncing ball

One large cardboard box

STEPS:

1. Gather materials.

2. Prepare children
to be inventors.

Have the chalkboard, ball and box within reach.

You're going to do som inventing for this activity.
Remember what that means? Think back to our story
about Ivan the Inventor, what did he do? Pause for
responses. Adapt children's answers if needed.
He created or thought up ideas... Let's get ready
to do that. Put on your inventors spectacles.
Pantomime putting on spectacles.

3. Introduce the idea Let's see how many different ways you can move your
of inventing ways body and this baZZ (hold the ball) across the floor
to move, from to . Desiginate convenient

beginning and ending points in your group area.
(for eKample: from the edge of the rug to the other;
from a bookshelf to the piano; from one table to
another; from the wall to the chair, etc)

You're going to realty Zove to do some inventing
here in order to come up with many differ3nt ways
to move.

4. Write down all the
ideas given .

You may want to put a heading and picture
clue at the top of your chalkboard or paper
(For example: body and ball 5k ).
Think about the ways ro move your body along with
this ball from to we'll take
turns showing our ideas to everyone else. 1'ZZ
write down the ideas you show me so we can keep
track of them. You may want to go first in order
to introduce the idea of moving with the ball.
Some suggested ways to move include: walking while
bouncing the ball; walking while kicking the ball
lightly; walking and holding the ball on your head;

1
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5. Read back the list and
ask for more ideas.

6. Acknowledge all inventors'
efforts .

twirling while holding the ball; hopping
while holding the ball behind you; etc..
As each child shows the group his/her idea
write down the main action for all to see.
Encourage involvement from as many children
as possible. Accept all ideas especially
unusual or "far-out" ideas. Treat each
equally.

When the class seems to be out of movement
ideas read back their list. Give attention
to the great number of different ideas. Push
for even more ideas. These are al/ good ideas.
Don't stop now. What are some other ways you
might move the ball? Be inventive now. Pause
for new ideas and add these to the list. When
you feel the group has run out of movement ideas,

II

read back their list once more.

You've thought up some unusual ways to move.
Good work!

7. Repeat the process . Repeat the activity a second time asking the class II
to invent ways that a pair of children and a ball
could move across the floor from to
Again you may want to go first to introduce the
idea. Using a volunteer from the group demonstrate
one possible idea. Here's just a few ideas to
get you started: walk stomach to stomach with
the ball between you; walk facing each other tossing
the ball back and forth; link together like a
train with the front person holding the ball;
walk back to back holding the ball between you.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY

- Repeat the above procedure using a large cardboard box instead of the ba/l.
Ask, foo many different ways can a person and a box move together. Get the
children started by going first. Some possible movements are: Pushing the
box with your head; getting in the box and "hopping" it along; carrying the
box on your head, etc.

- Again repeat the procedure above this time asking, !low rmny wa:".s. can :wo
people and a box move together? Some possible movements are: Two people
holding the box between them ; one person pushing another in the box;
two people walking with one leg each in the box; and two people kneeling
behind the box pushing.
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Introduction to the Judge Lessons

The kind of thinking that a judge uses involves the process of evalu-lcion--of
selecting between several options using a specific set of considerations. All of
us are involved in this kind of judging process everyday whether it be selecting the
right candidate for a job or deciding what to wear to work. We have a number
of choices among which we want to select the best one, and we use considerations in
making our choice. For instance, we may choose a food for supper based on how
expensive and how healthy it is or we may choose a friend based on how loyal and
how entertaining she is. Considerations help us eliminate some choices while
selecting others for further evaluation.

In order to help children develop skills in judging, we need to help them under-
stand what is meant by a consideration and how to use one in making a selection.
Consideration-is a long word for children to learn, but it is the best word for
an idea which they learn to understand through participating in these activities.
We want children to learn to make selections that are not simply 'NI ed on personal
whim--likes and dislikes--but based instead on the careful application of a set
of considerations. For example, when choosing a pet, we want children to
choose the best option based on considerations such as size, temperament, and
cost, not just because they happen to like monkeys.

Julius the Judge symbolizes the kind of thinking that is used in these lessons. By
identifying with Julius and by placing their pretend pencils to their brows, the
children can prepare themselves to think in this special way. By mentioning Julius
and reminding them of the way in which he makes judgments, you can let the children
know the kind of thinking that is expected of them when they are participattng
in these activities.

Julius has certain qualities that make him a very fair and impartial judge.
He is very strict with himself about sticking to the letter of the law: Once
a consideration has been stated, Julius will use it in his judging process.
Julius does not allow himself simply to be influenced by his own likes and
dislikes. He always uses the consideratioas that have been set forth to select
the very best solution to the problem.

Children can learn to improve their judgment skills through practiding evaluative
thinking. This kind of clear maidedness will be helpful to them in many situations
throughout their lives, even if they don't decide to become lawyers. We are frequently
concerned about the good judgment of children, adolescents, and adults whether
they are choosing friends, snacks, or political candidates. We serve children and
society well by preparing people to use a deliberate and thoughtful process in
making judgments.
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A STORY ABOUT JULIUS THE JUDGE

Today I'd like you to meet my friend Julius. Julius is a judge, meaning
that he is very good at making decisions. People come to talk to Julius when
they have to decide something and are havini :rouble making up their minds.
When Julius gets ready to make a decision, he raises his pencil to his brow and
asks the question: "What are the considerations?" Can you say the word
consideratiorft? Considerations are the things he has to keep in mind when he
makes a decision. Now let's all try raising our imaginary pencils to our brows
and asking Julius's question. (DEMONSTRATE AND HAVE CHILDREN TRY THE MOTION
WHILE ASKING THE QUESTION.)

One day, two sisters came to Julius the Judge to help them settle an
argument. They were choosing a gift for their mother's birthday, and they
could not agree on what to get. When they came into Julius's Court, which is
where a judge works, they were both yelling at each other and waving a long
hist of Ideas. Julius listened to them argue awhile, and then he pounded his
judge's mallet and told them very sternly: "Silence in the court." Both of
the sisters stopped talking and turned to Julius. "It seems to me that you
two girls have a decision you need help with. You want to buy one gift, and
you have lots of ideas to choose among. I am a judge," he said proudly, "and
I can figure out a fair and just solution. Are you ready?"

"Oh, yes," said the sisters together. Julius raised his pencil to his
brow and asked his question: "What are the considerations?" Julius stated the
considerations: First of all, you only have $1.50. Second, your mother would
like something that she can wear. Third, her favorite colors are orange and
purple. Now looking at your ideas, I only see three that meet all of these
considerations: the purple scarf, the orange stockings, and the purple barrette.
Do you two ladies have any more considerations?" "Yes," they said together,
'our mother is bald and can't use a barrette."

"Well, then," said Julius the Judge, "your decision is clear. Buy the
scarf or the stockings. Case dismissed." Julius banged his mallet and the
two girls left the court to go shopping for a purple scarf or a pair of orange
stockings.
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TEACHING SKILLS FOR JUDGE LESSONS

Skills

I. Gather all necessary materials
before beginning.

2. Set the activity up so all can
see and hear.

3. Present the activity with
interest and enthusiasm.

4. Use a "buzz phrase" so the
children know what's expected
of them.

5. Introduce the situation to be
evaluated.

6. Present considerations one
at a time.

7. Ask the children to explain
their choices.

8. Accept all explanations.

Hints

Have all items called for in the
activity within easy reach.

Be sure there's adequate space for
involvement and that potential
distractions are removed.

Use a varied and dramatic tone of
voice. Sound convincing in your
presentation and the children will
pick up on your interest and
enthusiasm. You may want to
encourage the children to sit up
straight like a judge.

Let the children know right away
how they will be involved in the
activity. Today we're going to
be judges. EVeryone put your
pencil to your brow.

Give the necessary background
information about the situation.
List or illustrate the possible
choices children can select from.

Hake the evaluating process
gradually more complex by giving
.children more factors to consider.
Each of these considerations
should narrow their range of choices.
NOw I'm going to make your decision
harder stiZZ. Consider this. . . .

Use phrases like Tell us why you
ohose ? or Why is the
4 good-7Mo? This will help
children think through their decisions
more carefully and will discourage
snap judgments.

Ask children to explain their
choices as best they can, but
avoid judging the children's
explanations. Children may have
reasons for a certain choice but
may not have the words to adequately
explain chat choice. Gradually work
toward helping children make a



IV

(Teaching Skills for Judge Lessons, Cont'd.)

8. Continued selection using some standard or
guideline.

9. Acknowledge that there may
be more than one possible
answer.

10. Cet the children directly
involved whenever possible.

11. Acknowledge all "Judgel"
efforts.

bU

Children may decide on two or
three possible choices. Any
choice is fine as long se the
children can give reason for
their choices and those reasons
take the considerations into
account.

Encourage responses from as many
in the group as you can. Ask
children to listen to and think
about others' choices. Whenever
possible, get the group actively
involved. (For example, have
children cross items off a list
of choices. Have children circle
a choice on the Lmminated poster.)

Use phrases like You've given
serious thought to ail the
considerations or You've e:own
what good judges you are.



IMPORTANT TEACHING NOTE FOR THE JUDGE LESSONS

Unlike the Lessons in the Detective and Inventor sections, the 1.45SOnd in this
section will vary somewhat both in their format and in difficulty. While tor
the first five of the judge lessons, the teacher provides both the list of
options and the considerations to be used, for five of the lessons, children
are required to produce either the list of options or the considerations to be
applied. In three of the sctivities, Playtime Considerations, Hide the Anizals,and Party Food Considerations, the children are asked to think of the considera-
tions for the list of choices provided on the poster. In the last two activities,
School Activity Considerations and Playyard Activity Considerations, the children
are asked to think up the list of possible choices and than to apply a set bf
considerations given in the lessons. These variations in format are intended
to help the children become core independent in the performance of this kind of
thinkingto encoutase them to think evalustively using this careful judaiag
process uhenever they have decisions to cake.



MODEL J(DGE LESSON

Pet Consideration)

COAL:

To elect the pat best suited for a particular home sttua '

MATERIALS:

- pet poster showing the foLowing pets: whale, tiger, luob, cat, rabbit, poodle,
snake, spider, porcupine, elephsnt, giraffe, duck (included with this manual)

- place to display poster

- non-permanent marking pen

- wipe cloth

STEPS:

1. Gather materials.

2. Prepare the children
to be "judges."

3. Introduce the situatien.

Introduce the first
considoraticn.

Have the surface for displaytng the poster
available and have the poster, marker, and
wipe cloth within easy reach.

:'m going to ask you to be judge: for this
aotivity. Vhat does it mean to te a judge?
Parealter our etory abmtt .71A.Civa th4 47144e

Pause for responses. Add to or
adapt children's answers it necestery.
A judge is donocne who deeUee what the
1'44: zotutton arter thinng
rwcessary zonsieerati.ons. Zetge set roaey
to e jud4es. Put your pencil to your
brow the way Julius the Judge did. Psntomime
setions with the class.

OK, ,Ndies, think atout thie. ,Onoe there
we's a boy named leorie. 7his -!;4y had ahloys
wanted to have 4 pet 2: hme. ?is parents
finaNy agreed. "earie not., :tich.: a deafoten

na;,e. 3e :tad to &vote from :his jrcup
ofpets. Display the poster of the pets.
To be sure children know what osch pot is,
ask t;lass to identity the pot names as 4
$roup.

You Ceorie's aturenu :e * :;t2: VO are
Ione things to oaneider Neare na:d 'ieCii ""4.41: 44:0in. 2 ITV:- trr42:

qufet enough fL.71.4 a n.aro 11,e,y '4%Irte.

tack. 4t 4ur q;t4i444 ;4r4, P4int t4 thd Pdt
p04t4r. Whi4h pet 1W4 e41 t4 1 p0e4f1?:7M



(Pet Considerations, cont.)

5. Present the remaining
considerations.

6. Discuss final pet choices.

Rome bar, your first eonoideration in th(,6
it needs to be a pet thou won't make too
muc;, nrioe, Go over each pot. If the class
decides It is not a possibility, cross it
out (X) with the mark(r. Accept all
thc.3htful r)sponsee. Ask children to
explaiv why they mide a certain judgment
or choice. .'eL ma why you feel is
not a pos' ility. Wnat were you considering?

lilped George by eliminating certain
pets keep:ty othe.s. These are our
pet ; isibilitics now. Point to the pets
not ct 4sed out. Now here is a second
consideration in making a pet choice.
George does not have a ftnced-in backyard.
Mch of these pats coulc7 George still
think abow: getting? Again ask each child
to give reanons for his/hur decision. Go

remaning pets. If a pet is eliminated,
*sass it cut (X) wiLh the marker. NOW here
a a :inal consideration. George wants a
pet Clrt hs can cuddle up with. Which of
these :emaining pet choices is etiZZ a
pcanibility? Point to the remainine pets.
Again, nccept all thoughtful responses, and
ask each to explain his/her choice. Cross
out (X) eliminated pets.

Review the three considerations with the clasti
along with the remaining pets. You've helped
George to consider which pet would be quiet
enough, which would stay in his backyard, and
which would be cuddly enough. These are the
remaZning pets. Point to those not crossed
off. Which pet do you think George selected
and why? Pause for discussion. Children
may base their final decision on personal
taste. For an example, "I think George
picked a cat because cats are more fun."
Keep in mind that there is no one right
answer. The class may settle on 2 or 3
possibilities for George. As long as a
rat meets the given considerations, it is
a satisfactory choice. Encourage each child
to participate in the "judging." To
encourage more active involvement, you may
want to ask individual children to come up
and circle a pet choice for George, giving
an explanation for that choice.
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(Pet Conniderationn, cont.)

7. Acknowledge all
"judgan " efforta.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY

You've thought about all the neceeeary
coneiderationo before making a deciaion
about the best pet for George. You've
ahown what good judgee you are. Good
work!

- Remember how we helped George make a decision about his now pet? Remember
aZZ the conaiderations that want into that decision? Now I'm going to aek
each of you to pretend that you have to mako adecielonabout getting a newpet at your houee. What wouZd be uarconsideratione Display the pet
poster. Have the children coma up one at a time and circle his/her pet
choice. S/he should give at least two considerations that went into that
decision.

1



JUDGE LESSON

Packing a Suitcase

GOAL:

To choose clothing items to pack for a vacation trip.

MATERIALS:

- Clothing postershowing the following clothes: shorts, small T-shirt, boots,
sandals, large pair of jeans, cap, mittnns, swimsuit, coat, pants, tank top,
and another pelt of shorts (included with this manual)

- Non-permanent marker

- Wipe cloth

STEPS:

1. Gather materials

2. Prepare the children
to be judges.

3. Introduce the situation.

4. Introduce the first
consideration:

right size for Marie

Have a surface for displaying the poster
available. Have the marker and wipe cloth
within easy reach.

Tell the children, I want you to be judges.
I'm going to give you a problem; you'll have
to choose a solution. Remember Julius the
JudgP? Let's put our pencils to our brows
the ton Julius does.

Let's pretend that Marie is going on vacation
with her grandma. In order to pack her
suitcase, Marie has to Zook through her
drawers and pick out clothing for her trip.
Let's heZp Marie choose them. Go over the
poster with the children to be sure that
everyone knows what each clothing item is.

Let's think about the first consiaeration.
Some things that Mdrie finds are not the
right size_for her. Point to the figure of
Marie on the poster. Ask the children to
raise their hands if they see something
that's too big or too small for Marie. Call
on individual children to identify one item
at a time, briefly discussing that item, and
then letting a child cross out the item if
the group agrees it is inappropriate.
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Packing a Suitcase

5. Present the remaining
considerations one at
a time:

vacation area where it's
hot

teddy bean

6. Ask each child to
reach A decision;
acknowledge all
judges' efforts.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

Bring attention to tho olothing items that
remain, then tell the Olildren, Maria'n
grandma in taking her tJ Plartda; itts been
very hot there.and they'Ll be staying right
on tho beach. Thin wiZZ be our &mond
connIderation; do you nee any clothoe that
Mario wauZd not want to wear when it'n hot?
Again, call on or child at a time, discussing
each clothing item before it is eliminated.

Tho Last thing wo have to cop:al:dor in that
Mario Zovao toddy beam Cho wants to take
clothing with her that have picturon of
toddy beam nem: on them. Arc there any
aothee we ohould crone out becaune they
don't have teddy beam on them?

Review the remaining clothing items with
the children, then say: I wnt each of you
to chaotic two thingn for Marie to take with
her. Discuss each child's choices, reminding
the group that there are more than just two
good choices. Praise the children for
thinking hard and for being good judges.

- Have a selection of toys in a large box. Set them out where everyone can see
them. Tell du,: childreL thr,t Marie wants to take one of these toys on her
vacation. Which one should she pack? The children will have to consider
that (1) it must not be too large for her small suitcase and (2) it won't
be damaged if it gets wet, since Marie may be using it on the beach.
Suggested toys for this activity: toy boat; large plaster pail and shovel;
children's watee4ig can; sandbox tools; a large truck; a large cloth doll;
a small plastic doll.



/ 0

. LESSON

Ti %;onsIderationo

COAL:

To select a vehicle best suited for a travel situation.

MATERIALS:

- Vehicles poster showing the following whicles: motorcycle, Volkswagen bus,
helicopter, nn, yacht, train, jet, bus, bicycle, submarine (included)

- Non-permanent marker

- Wipe cloth

- Paper, crayons, or felt peue

STEPS:

1. Gather materiels.

2. Prepare children to
be "judges."

3. Introduce the situation.

4. Introduce the first
consideration:

comfortable enough for
a long trip

Mve a surfa..,:e for displaying the poster
available. Have the narker i wipe cloth
within reach.

You're going to L. e to be judges for thie
activity. Do you remember what that meane?
Think about Julius the Judge. What did he
do? Pause for responses. Adapt children's
answers if necessary. Juliue came up with
the best solution after thinking about
neceeeary coneiderltions. Let'e gat ready
to be judgee. Put yr..2, imaginary pencil to
your brow the way Juliue the Judge did.
Pantomime with the class.

The cone!deratione in thie activity hc-,e :o

do with tr.veling. One tile there v.ms a
girl named Sue. Sue was getting ready to
take a trip, but she had a big decisieln to
make. Sue didn't know what kind of vehicle
she ehould take on her trip. TheJe are the
dehiclee she had to choose fY.om. Display
vehicle poster. Review each vehic: as a
group.

Sue had some considerations to think about
before making her decision. Her firot
consideration was that she wanted to ride in
a vehicle that was comfortable enough for a
long trip. Let's Zook at her choices. Point
to Lhe vehicle poster. Which vehicle would
be a poesibility? Keep in mind that it
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Travel Consideratione

5. Present the ve.aining
conaiderations one at
a time:

a chance to meet othero

travels over mountains

6. Discuss the fir,al
vehicle. choice.

needs to be comfertaNe gnough for a long
trip. Co through each v4hicle. If the
children decide it id not a possible choice,
then crosa (x) it out with the marker. Accept
all thoughtful responses. Ask children to
explain their choices. Why di! you decide

wao not a choice?

You've helped SW by eliminating certain
vehiclea and keeping othere. Theca are our
remaining choieeo. Point to those vehicles
not croesed off. Sue needed to consider
eomothing oleo. She wanted to take a
vehicle that would give h.'r a chance to meat
lots of other people. Kaap that coneiduration
in mind and tell ma which of theme vehielee
she could chooee. Co through remaining
vehicles. Again, cross out(x) eliminated
vehicles. Ask each to explain his/her
decision.

We'r.a getting cloee to helping Sue arri
at the beet solution. This is tha final
conaidimat. Sue needs a vehicle that
Will r2voi r mountaine. Which of the
rerru vc 2.6tes is a possibility? Point
to tb, re el- :les ni crossed out. If a
vehicle. lb -ninated, cross it out (x).

children to give reasons for
theil ,AJcisions.

Recall the considerations discussed. After
considering a vehicle that would be comfortable
enough, anow her to meet people, and travel
aye, mountains, these are the vehicles left
for Sue to select from. Point to the remaining
vehicles on the poster. Which do you think
Sue chose and why7 Allow some time for
additional discussion. Children may make
their final decision based on personal choice.
For example, I think Sue took the jet because
it'e more exciting. Remember that there is
no one right answer. There may be two or
three vehicle possibilities for SUe. As long
as the choice meets the given considerations,
it is a satisfactory choice.

Try to involve as many children in the judging
as you can. When possible allow for more
active itvolvement in the lesson. Individuals
may come up and circle a f!.nal vehicle choice
for Sue, giving an explanation for that choice.



Travel Con JAIL:ration:4

7. Acknowlodgo n11 "Iudgon"
efforte.

LESSONS roR ANOTHER DAY:

You wont through ai tho tmrovtant oonoidora.
tionn hoforo making a dooialon fo auo.
You've poloctod tho boot vehteto far her
trip. Good judging!

- Doing the vehicle pouter, auk children to pick it vehicle they would cake on
their own trip. You may want to Auk each to illuetrnto hia/her travel choice.
When the children Aro finished, 4k ench to toll you nbout hin/her picture
end to give you two conaiderntions that went into thnt choice.

- An alternative follow-up would be to have individualn circle their vehicle
choice on the poster and tell the group their two conniderationa tar that
decision.
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JUDGE LESSON

Girt Considorations

MALI

To select the most appropriate gift for 4 particular individual,

MATERIALS:

- Gifts pontor showing the following gifts: hook, wagon, train set, tools,
crayons, football, record playor/rocorda, candy, kite, pugrles, tricycles
(included with thio manual)

Non-parmAnent marking pen

- Wipe cloth

- Paper, crayons, or folt pon

STEPS:

1. Gather materials.

2. Prepare children to
be "judges."

3. Introduc.: the situation.

4. Introduce the first
consideration:

safe and healthy

Have a surface for displaying the poster
available. Have the marker and wipe cloth
with reach.

We'll have to do come judging for this
activity. Remember our friend Julius
the Judge. What did he do? Pause for
disqussion and adapt children's responses
if needed. He decided on the beat eatutian
after thinking about the neceeeary coneider;-
tione. Let's get ready to do some judging
and put our imaginary pencil to our brow the
way Julius tha cwige dose. Pantomime the
action with the class.

Judlee, we're going to decide on the best
gift to buy someone for this activity.
Thin boy named Chris wanted to buy his
friend a birthday preeent. This was a very
special friend, co Chris wanted to get :Pa
best gift ha could. These are the gift
choices Chris had to select from. Display
the gifts poster. Go over each gift as a
group so that the children are able to
identify each one.

in order for Chris to come up with the best
possible gift for this piiend, he had some
considerations to think about. The first
consideration :Jae that the gift needed to be
a eafe and healthu one. It needed to be



Gift Considerations.

5. Preeent the remaining
considerationa one at
a time:

could be 5hared

used both indoors
and oucdc,irs

6. Discuss the final gift
choices.

jood for hie friend. Lat'a look at our
ehO-cea here. Whl'et; gift Witid be a
possibility? Ham-amber your first considera-
tion. It needs to be a safe end healthy
gift. Go over each gift on the pouter. If

the clasa decidea that it in not posnibilil-y,
then etoen (x) it out with the marker. Accept
nil thoughtful responaes. Aak children to
Rive reesona for their decisions. Why did you
decide was07 not a choice? What were you
gone-J(7

We're hatpin(' Chris make tho bast deciaon.
We've taiminated certain gifte and kept
others. These are our gift pooeibilities
now. Point to the gifts not crossed
Chrio had anofhor oonafddlif:tfoot to 0,/

about before making hia dooiaion,
gift needed to be ono thlt his friend 'could
ahara with eomeone sloe. Whioh of theae
remaininj gifts coutti two people use? Go
through the remaining gifts. Cross out (x)
eliminated gifts and ask each child to
explain his/her deciston.

Mare'a one Last conaideration far Chria
before making the beat decieion posoible.
Chris wanted 0 get a gift that his p,iend
could um: both indoors and outdoors. Which
of the gifts that we have left could be
used inoide and out? Point to those gifts
not crossed out. Ask children to give reavons
for their decisions. If a gift is eliminated,
cross it out (x) with the marker.

Review the three considavations and the
remilaing gifts. We've considered a gift
that would be safe and healthy, could be
shared with another, and could be ueed
indooro and out. After th::nking about
those considerations, these are the gifts
you have left. Point to the remaining gifts
on che poster. Which gift from these do
you think Chris chose and vhy? Allow time
for discussion. Chi'Jren may base their
final choice on p2rc_131 taste. For examr:e,
r think Chris got trawn 1.ecau..e

more fun to ptay with. Kt -' that
there is no one right choit Iss say
decide on two or three gifr .es.

As long as the gift meets t. ,sidera-
tions, it is a satisfactory



Ci t Considerations

7. Acknowledge all
"judge's" efforts.

Itwoluo all of the children io the judging,
Plan for more active involvement when
poarable. You may want to a0c WO/1_4(441
children to come up to the poster, Ctri10 4
gift choice for Chris, mid give a reason
for that choice.

You've don.; lome pod judging Ware ma!:ing
a gift deviaion far Chrea, You've diaauaded
ott the notleary oonaidarqtiona, Owl work!

LEARRULETLATEWELIM:

- Ask the cline to look at the gift poster and then select the gift bent suited
for themeelves. You may want to have each draw his/her gift choice on paper.
Than oak each to tall you about his/her picture snd ow you two I:ousideratiohm
for that gift deciaion.

- AA optionAl follow-op in to ask childron to cottio up one at 4 time, c-ircle
their gitt 040L4 on the poster, and tell the CiaN4 two considerations for
that choice.



JUIM LE550N

Cuatuee Judging

To choose 4 n4110400011 cootnme according to pipe (on§idora0e,n,

MATERIALS1

CdattiMe :water ;thawing the following cootumeh: witch, pirate, okeleton,
aurfer, gift, 4;ilian, gorilla, e,lown, ghor . aot4Inaut, ballerina, monater
(included wtth thie manual)

- Marking pen 4n4 wipo! r.teth

STUN:

Prepare the children
to be judged.

3. Introduce the eicuation.

4. Present the first
consideration:

a jacket must be worn

114Vo the poater in 41) are. whore the
children can easily 440 it. Hive the
pen and wipe cloth within ',may reach.

Tell, the children, I vent uou O bo
judgoo, I'm going no jiV4 you a problem;
yougZt hal4, 14 ehoeco a caution.
Hcmomber Juliuo? Lot'o put oar irluginary
pen-olio to our brows the uay Juliuo
(loco.

Lot's prwtand that Wendy'd 70,M toile

hor that oho can have $.5 to buy a
Tialloween costuro. When Wondy looks
up C.00:12d in a catalog, thid id What

*'indd. Point to the poster. Go
e poster with the children to be
,at everyone know, what each

costume is. Tell them that Wendy
needs their help in choesinp d CO9EUMQ.

Now the first thing that you'll have t47
conoider is :hat itto very oold outside.
Wendy wi/Z have to wear a ,faohet. She
wants to vo-ar a eachet under her
sostume. So oho needs to ohooso a
costume that wiZZ atiZZ !cot.: good and
that win. fit with a 1724v' Jaaket under
it. 4sk the children ii there are any
costumes that Wendy could not wear a
jacket uncle:. rncourage the children to
raile their hr.r.lt, if they see an

co..r4me; then call on a
kiO4. Briefly discuss that

colwime -.hildren; if the group
3gr4es 0,,Ht tic ,*...t4Me could not be



5. Preoent the remaining
considerations:

tho c OiUMO must he bcry

coot 45 or lose

6. Ask each child to reech
4 decision; acknowledge
all judges' efforts,

LESSCNS FO4 NOTHER DAY:

wmo over 4 140NdE4 let a child eross
04t the eosteme. rollov the some
zettnA tar row athar z:astumas whizh 4a
hot ttE this Leesideration for the
following other considereti000,

When the ineppropriete costumes hove
boon eliminated, review the coetumos
that remain; these costume. aro still
possibilities. Nw Zot'a thiek about
ac,rething olao. Wondy ao7i1 ihat hoe
ilootumo rluat lo4ar
Aro thoro any 404f:0100 ;114:41,1

(mood out boaatiao thoy'ro fuet tot
ooary at al/7 Again, cell en one child
at 4 time., diecussing 040 CO4014$0
before it is eliminated.

YO4 havo oqo moro thinq C4 oan4f4oe:
hcl mtoh thodo ,yoatumoo Wonay
cmly haa Pi, 40 hor Cd41:77171V14 t0 004fc,

:IS OP 10044. Aro them: any 00V40740
:hat 41.1 ehoutd urooa clAt boaawto thoy1p4

ozponal:vo7

Tett the children to look carefully 4t
the remaining costunes, then say: I uant
0a4A of you co 0;104'474 a coat:4mo for
Wondy from Owe! coat47ed f44t aro
Diacums each child'u choice, reminding
the group that there is pot ono rigt.
answer. Prolae the children for thinking
hard and for t)eing good judges.

- Give the children crayons and paper. Ask them cc choose the elostume that
they would like, and to draw that costume. (Give asristanc c any child
%the needs it.) After the drawing has been completed, ask each child to givd
at least one reason or considekition for choosing the costume that he or she
drew.

- Ask the children rc, e a costume for Wendf's brother to wear to 4 party
at a friend's house. no only has $4 to spend. He's already been 4 clown
and a pirate, and wents co be something different. See if the children
can identity th tt. conWerations mentioned (cost and What he's already
been), and then ishoot; a e-4tume for Wendy's brother, using these coniderations.



lt1)6f tt;is

16A4 tof

t-41.41

To chooee 4 worer ta 4Aend tcs 44y vittl.

VOrk4r 1$44TOF diplaying the tollowine wori,gr*1 ticotiOtor,
playor, pulko otticor 4irP14 fatof4 14114ACI4 tt"f'
W1014140, b114114 ielygro m411 4:4rrier 4 s.:1040,1 vith tht4 tu4ntiAl

- Non-permanent working tIon

t.

Wipo cloth

qct3t

Golthur natcriAlh.

Propare the chil4fen
to he judge4.

3. Introduce the toa*tion.

Prenpllt the tir3i
conslderaCon:

safety

f

ii4t$ the p,:ter in 40 A'-.4 ill" the cbil r n
C40 eagily ogg it. f4c Iwo
cloth within eaoy roach

Toil the children, 1 wunt ijo,c4,4 itavs.
7'm ;017nj W J'NO ya., 3 prcNon: :fa:YU ;14V0
t4. Qh0a00 4 oa.turen. ,,Trar.,!ter :41.1.ue?

tot'ef p4r, ,:ttr pOrOM1 W mr the Wis
1,74U44 J0.04,

:e4tt4 Fre:4r4 :11at have t;f0 AdY114
Jr041 :474 4oy j Yera ore :he
wor47or: Pa...fro aireccf 1.714 on

. (Point to the poster,) Go over tbg
po4ter with tbo children f4 be aurg toot
ovoryong knowo who each woriter 1.
Ldt'd !My* abr=ilt
/04r morhcr my.; .,ha:
attkone ,'ko h.141 :,:t3r474140U4 lob. Do atv of
!ho uvr4:ers poo:er hav4 1 ,,W* Otat

d44,1ficrcue Encourage the 4:bildren
to raise choir hands if they ite a worker
whose Job could bo dangerous. Call on
individual ohildron to M4rae ono worker at 4
time briefly discussing that item, and then
letting 4 child croike out the item if the
group agrees it i4 inappropriate.



Job tor 4 04y

141040$4t ft,0 twm400W4
C4P444444tIt4110 Of

oo trocosilot

put404s worli

ov4h ghild to
ros0 4 40rI41001
44114V1#4,0 all
ju44044 of(orto,

Polhf otof tho sxqtiKoto qth fc14i0 Id* OIL=
1404tOtf thdii 1411 thd 1JIci flot the iloo
i_utt41111-411Tm 14 Met te4 fl4t tf4-,Jel

mqvhcra 00# 0# V40.0t1 t1 4.i.4faf44
I4 Td filtht 10 thrIlf 4f04, e 0;eeo
4frii 4-ertz! hors. 0-0 T.pkwot
iolor 1.44 40 0:i9l Jo 0101'r jars,' At4tb,
C4I1 00 I04014441 thIltlf01 414 er044 -041
toappropt#4tes V.0040r4 ottldr 410gua.oiod so4
4ordoio4 oo osgh,

740T 00!:. 00-00 ft10
,p4iler 444 ,i t':104WA74
-7-i IL* 44W40. Aro t:i_14o 4#4r W14.0'4,
'oro opola noot of °lot:pi t?"-,4 gmoao7
1,0f0d a aom -cut.

the rmeirrOne, vor!ver4 T. t-Le

001.0.1n, thdo 4Y T 1,14Mt 04,.01 Of ,q10_

.-?..Y000. Th4t
filo Sly 1.4tf.A. Ui4C440 44Ch i4 choicg,
relmind:ng the group thst thaid 14 MOC 4
01041kt 11011 4filiVdT, rt4ipd Osd 4h114fon
t4r 01,11,1,# Ilor4 4114 for toll)g too4 1-44geQ.

LIMON po ANOTOER DAY:

- Put up tbo isork.ers pootor oKeitn, D14,4466 %with ths ehiltiron uhote 0401 4 th0
picturo4 vorkoro 44.0fIgA. AMA tho eh114ron to thil* 4timt ItAing 4 fio14 trip
to vinit ono of tti m 4itc0, Coh4414r4ti4114 v0414 1.,,01 (1) 0-to ph oito
has to bo toirty zi000 to your ochuol 4n4 (2) it hos to kol 4044tbing thot
appoolo to tho 40tif0 CI444. rollOw tbr0u411 'With tbi4 14o4 by srlonglng
4CtU41 VIOIt tO the chooaa Job *Ito, I( ;osoiblo. (An Altornstivo vou14 bo
to 441( the %earlier to vioit yeur cieas.)



JUDGE LESSON

Playtime Considerations

GOAL:

To select the best playtime activity for a particular situation.

MATERIALS:

- playtime activities poster showing the following activities: sledding,
going to the movies, elating at a restaurant, playing inside with a friend,
building a anowman, bike riding, going to the library, swimming, and playing
with the dog (included with this manual)

- place to display poster

- chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or marker

- non-permanent marking pen

- wipe cloth

- paper, crayons or felt pens

STEPS:

1. Gather materials. Have a surface for displaying poster available
and have poster, marker, chalkboard, and wipe
cloth within reach.

2. Prepare children to
"judges. II

3. Introduce the situation.

We're going to be judges for this activity.
What does that mean? Remember our story
about Julius the Judge. Pause for the
children's responses. Adapt responses if
necessary. A judge is someone who decides
the best solution after thinking about the
necessary considerations. Let's put our
imaginary pencils to our brows the way Julius
did and get ready to be judges. Pantomime
the action with the class.

OK, judges, you'll need to do two kinds of
judging for this activity. First, you'll
need to judge what considerations would he
best. Then second, you'll need to judge
what solution would be best. Here is the
situation. It is Saturday afternoon.
There's no school and you need to decide
what to do. Here are the choices of things
to do in your town. Display the playtime
activities poster. Go over each activity
as a group so that the children are able



4. Introduce the first
consideration.

5. Present the remaining
considerations.

6. Discuss the final playtime
activity choices.

to idantify each picture phown. Bofors
making a deaision abovt what to do, what
wmad you nsod to consider? Think about
the kind(' of aorisid*ations a Zot
people wouZd have. YO need to oome up with
throe oonsideratione. Look at your aholoee
here. Point to the pewter. Before deciding
how to opend your Saturddy afternoon, what
wouZd you need to consider? TatZ me your
ideae ono at a time so we oan aZt hear them.
Wham you've decided on a consideration as
a grottp, write it down here so we can
keep o record of our ideao. Ask children
to give reasons for their ideas. Allow
tima for soma discussion as a group. Once
decided upon, write down each consideration
for all to see.

Here are the three consideratione you felt
were important once for choosing the beet
ptaytime activity. Point to the written
considerations. Read the first one aloud.
Go through each picture on the poster with
the children. Keeping their first considera-
tion in mind, ask them which playtime
activity is a possibility. Cross (x) out
aliminated choices with the marLer. Ask
children to explain their decisions. Why
did you decide was not a choice?
What were you c371317ering?

Go over the remaining playtime activities
as a class. Read their second consideration.
Go over the remaining activities on the
poster. Ask children to think about the
second consideration and decide which
playtime activity remains a possibility.
Go through each and cross (x) out the
eliminated activities. Ask each to give
reasons for his/her decision.

Go over those playtime activities not crossed
off. Read :heir last consideration. Tell
children to keep the third consideration in
mind and decide which playtime activity could
still be a pOssibility. If an activity is
eliminated, cross (x) it out with the
marker.

Review the three considerations and Lhe
remaining playtime activities as a class.
Ask the children to think about which
activity is the best solution. Have them
give reasons for their decision. Allow



7. Acknowledge alt
"judges" efforts.

LESSONS FOR ANOTHER DAY:

time for dincunnion. Children mar make
their final choice Wined on pernonal tante.
For an example, I think going to the movies
in the beet oolution bocauco craving a movie
in An. Keep in mind that there in no one
wight choice. file clans may decide on two or
three playtime Activities. An ICAS As OACh
meats the given considerations, it is A
satisfactory choice.

Involve all the children in the judging an
much an possible. Plan for more Active
involvement when you can do so. You may
want to ask individual children to coma up
to the punter, circle a playtime activity,
and give a reason for that choice.

You've been thoughtfid judged in too
different waye. You've decided what the
bent eonoideratione would be and what the
beet eaution about how to epend playtime
would be. Good work!

- Show the class the playtime activities poster a second time. Tell them
you have a story about a person named Don. Juat like in our other activity
Don has Saturday afternoon free and needs to decide on the best playtime
activity, but hie considoratione are a little different. Go ousr each
picture on the poster with the class again. Follow the same procedure
above, introducing the three considerations one at a time. The clnsiderations
are:

1. Don naa to select a playti.me activity that he can do .:J1 a short amount
of time.

2. Don has to choose a playtime activity that he can be reached at by
telephone--so his mom can call.

3. Don neede to choose a playtime activity that ia relaxing and not too
tiring.
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JUDGE LESSON

Hide the Animal:4

GOAL:

To find A hiding place for an animal; to state at least one consideration used
in choosing the place.

MATERIALS:

- Large piece of white paper.

or

The enclosed sample sketch

- Crayons

STEPS:

1. Set up the materials.

2. Prepare the children
to be "judges."

Before this lesson begins, make simple sketches
on the paper using crayons, or use the sample
sketch included in the pocket materials.
Make white mountains ( green
grass (141.4hoditoop ), gray rocks (230)), beige
sand (*.:00, a blue lake (an ), trees with
green leaves and brown trunks (fp ), and
yellow flowers (4). Try to arrange these
elements to form a sonnwhat realistic-looking
picture. lang your picture in an area where
the children can t,41sily see it.

Tell the children, /want you to !.e judges.
Mn going to teLL you a story about some
animas; each of these animals wiZZ need a
hiding place. Your job win be to choose
a hiling lqace, then tql.Z. us !Ay you chose
that partioular pl.aco. Now let's put our irlaginara
pencils to our brows the wecy 47ulius does.

3. Introduce the situation :ell the following story:
by telling the story.

n-:12 sto* ta%oe p7ace in a failuW121,
caZZed Am Land. In Am &3nd1 t7:cre were
:ef, .recs.

Point to the trees you drew. Continue the
story, pointing to each of the following as
you mention it: snowy mountains, the lake,
rocks, sand, grass, bushes, and flowers.

1 0



Hide the Animals

4. Aak for 4 hiding place
for the Chat nnimal.

5. Continue with additional
animals.

Mini/ aninate, births, and innoete lived in
Am Land. They were vory happy, 4ntil ono
day a MOOMp terrible minter oame. Thin
monoter had eyee like fire and blood
dripping from his teeth. All of the
animale oere terrified. They all wanted
to hide, but they didn't know where to go.
Let'e gee if we oan find a hiding plat:4
for aoma of the animale.

Call on A child to name A place in Am Land
where 4 grasshopper could hide, then ask
why that is a good place (or discuss why
it might not be a good place). Among
considerations that migiht ba mentioned are
color, six*, habitat, movement, and
defense. Encourage the entire group to
contribute to the discussion. Examples of
leading questions you might use if the
child chooses the grass for the hiding
place are:

- What oolor ie the graeshoppar; what oolor
is the grass?

- How big iv the graeehopper; will the moneter
see him in the grace?

- Should the gratiehopper hop or etay atilt when
he's hiding?

If the child chooses an inappropriate answer
(for example, "in the lake"), ask the child
questions that will help him see his error:

- What will happen if a gravehopper stays
underwater? Where would be a better
place?

Praise the children for thinking hard and
for being good judges.

Mention more animals, discussing them one at
a time. Other Am Land animals are: white
bunny; brown bunny; monkey; green and yellow
snake; green parrot; gray squirrel; alligator.
Sinca Am Land is imaginary, allow imaginative
answers as well as realistic ones. (For
example, "The monster thought that only
birds were in trees so he won't look for
the monkey there.")
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Hide the Animale

10.1129/ILIA,)

- Tatto th@ child-too outaido to dn dead with bugheA, trace, And gram Teti
them to claw) their eye* while you hide A ailk or plaatic leaf. Aak k4qm
to then open their eye§ and find the leaf. After aomeone Undo it, atocut§
why tht hiding place wilb or wee not good, comparing the loaf's color,
shape, and alto with its hiding place. Let individual children takil Lump
hiding the loaf. Briefly diecuaa the hiding place after it ia foun4. Yoti

could also try hiding a ailk or straw flower or A pApor butterfly.
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To datormina appropriato party Cu' o.

MILtUall

- food pooter ohowinii the followine tondo; candy, 4oup, ch0000 end crackerat
.

cupcake, caahewa, popcorn, cookie:a, raitn, pepoicle, apple, if od chicken
cereal (included with thia manual).

- place to diaplay pooter

- non-permanent markin4 pen

- wipe cloth

- paper, crayona, or felt pima

- chalkboard or chart paper; chalk or marker

MPS;

1. aather materlala. Have O titillate for d14play1ng pooter
available and have poem*, marker, chalk-
board, and wipe cloth within reach.

2. Prepare children to
be "judges."

3. Introduce the situation.

Yougl have to do 00'14 judgini for thie
aotivity. Remamber what :hat mozne
nink about our fig-fend %NMI, the Judge.
PAUSO fOr diSCONS100 A0d Add tO ChiltAWA
n151)004011 if needed. /: moa_ne Jeedine the
tee: oolution atter thinking atout the
neoeoeary ponoiderations. Uttit idt ready
r,o do that and put our Liar:nary penoilo
to our brow the way JuZiva did. P4OtOni=4
ActiOfl With the claw:.

OK, Judge*, you'll need to do :wo kindo
eudging far thia aotivity. First you"..I
need :o Judge what oonoideratione would be
test. 'nen you'IZ need to Judge what
eolution would te toot. Here io the a::r4,2t.:41t.

:tie your birthday and you want to have a
party. it's a hot summer day and you've
deoided to have a Lunchtime party in the
park. You need to plan everything real
well ahead of time, oinoe you'll te oarrying
it el W the park. Now you need to deoide

1



Perty rood C Isidera

4. Introduce tP irst

consideration.

S. Present the remaining
considerations.

iA4f Nety wut4 t!.e #4r4 4ro
rj,le Adtoeo how to 4e.o.Jt toam.

Oispley too4 poster, 4o VA' 041;71i to04 if0A
44 4 group 44 that children 4(0 44.10 f0
identity oech picture shown. P4f444
flik?"1 4 loo?otan aNut ,7W44 44vo

pur ttfrthday party, Alf, woutd yqu n40,1
qcm4f4er, Mtn* iWout kfnlo

oom4 two poopto wvot4 have fo
t.hfo ofmatfon. W4 n404 4 4M4 tg,f1
04*40 44M4(44P4a0q4 44 4 ot4pg, Lock 4t
your pod 41h4t444 oleo aoafn. Point to
the poster. V4Pro doltding what kfnJo
eoc4d to 'vivo at your party, what woutd :014 twit
N4 1/.0n4t4fOr, Tel! m10 VOW* fJoao ano 4t 4
f17"0 40 vo oan 477, hoar rNIr mhon vo've
Ula44 3n 4 4,7nafJeratfAm 44 4 jmtip, I,ZZ
writo ft Jown on tto ohat14-oarl, PAt tj
,Jo ;4411 4 r000rd f eur Modo. Ask
children to give f0440n4 tor their ideas.
Allow time for diecussion es a group.
A4414it with the discussion of considerations
44 no#444, Ripnind children of (he details
in the situation above. Once decided upon.
write doum each consideration for all to 040.

Here are the wnelerate,an4 you ,fet were
4*.inrertant ono@ !Or ohooesv tho loot party
4oda. Point to the written considerations..-

R4441 tho first one aloud. 4o throl4h each
picture on the poster WO 0,e ,ait4ren.
Keepins their first cons:4eratioll in mind.
Ask then which food 14 4 pC441011tr. Cross
(x) out eliminated cho1e i t!lo 4:arkor.
Ask children to explain thoir
why Ifl you de:of,do wde not a ',2o1447
what, w4r4 you oonot777.7747

Vev4 eiminat4d ogmain pod., and .4p:
othero. now ar4 our tood poosaiilitfoo

Point to those food items not crossed
out. Read the second consideration. Ask.

children to think About the second considera-
tion and decide which food remains a

possibility. Co over each and cross (x)
out eliminated foods. Ask each to give
reasons for his/her decision.

Co over the party foods not crossed off.
Read their last consideration. Tell children
to keep their third consideration in nind
and decide which party food could still be 4
possibility. It any food is eilninated,
cross (x) it out with the marker.

4 AO



Party rood C490140f4tia00

4. Otoowt pint.*

(044 44004+

7, Acknovlo444 411
"jo4t4o" offDrto.

It:ovlov tho thro 37000t4or4tto, 4o4
%ototog potty tooklo vtth tho k;i404.

4c4 chilltror ?Arty vtil TIN;

4orvo4 4f tho totrthitoy porty. Woo (4.4
f4400f14 (4f. thoir 4o0_otoo, Allov

ttoo tor 4lior000leo. Chtlotrott way oi4o t ott
tloal Oolcoo Wood on por000al tooto.
For oxogoplo, I WO:
&.!.: to orvo4 to;:muo77777jM7'114 om.
E#op in oin4 that thoro to oot 000 oot or
(Wit ,44okoo. Tho ,41400 ttay 41#14o oo tvo
or throo 4014 0( party too4o. Ao loog 4o
o4gh 24oto tho ototo4 c000ldotott000. tt to
4 44t14(44(000 ChOtKO,

lovolvo 411 tho cht14roo to tho )444104 44
Audi 44 Ri144iht4. P1 41 for woro 4ct010
twoivcrpgpit vhon ygg ;24n 4,142 4g. Ygil m4y vslot.

to ook 1114104441 0114roo to iof.f.o op to tho
pootor.circio 4 pony too4 4hoko. 4o4 diV4
4 rod000 (or thot 4hotco.

Y4'.4°V4 at14/ oom4 eu..frftv Iva Iftfor4fit
LO,'?=4. Yolieve jo,of.44. A41; !;,h4 t44t

tf.4n4 vou/4 to 4r0 W4t 014 t,00t oeuT,,Idn
4tcot mhat Poch, to 4erve at a party ..,,a:41,4

LIMN rOR ANOTItg$ PAYt

Shou the c1444 th4 (004 p00t4r 4 04<lh4 ciao. Toll thoft yau 14v4 4 4t4ry
about a pitrtion n4m44 5hol1a. *Nat Uko ?n cur ot,ler aativt!ty, .1141t4 owd4
to doedo Odoh foodO uonad to toot pr 4 party, L'ut )1zr o-ituatfan and
otomMerationo aro a littlo 41.111'c:teen:. Shea; fo ;ping to have 4 party tor
00R4 friend,* 4C h4r hauae and twee to JoaiJo 'en uhtak rW4 hvo, noro
aro oomo thivo oho floo44 to flotler tofOre ;1. 141!,,t.em. Follow
Oa fano_ procodurg above, introducing the throo t000ldorattono ono at 4 tino.
Tha conaidarationo drat

1. 41:4C42 needo to ooloot pado ahafron faur y4arft at ago =AL!

2. Sheaa two* to oh0000 pod4 :hot aro ;wittqq, ar tvitrit,w, l'Onla44 4;14
..lanto then to !,,o iood for her friemd,O.

3. :A4iL4 no4da to ohotoo !Art oan !fe apra .4p and TA: ,n %Imo.
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School Activity Considerations

5. Present the remaining
considerations one at
a time:

quiet activity

two children could
play together

6. Discuss final
activity choices.

99

Examples:

Wet& pet;arl 13421-k 41144 s Lie.

Encourage as many different responses from
the class as you can.

To involve the class mc,2e actively and if the
group is small enough to do so, you may wane
to have children come up and draw in their
suggested activity ideas while you print the
word label below. Keep In mind that the
emphasis is on recording ideas, rather than
on making a realistic drawing. When you
have pushed for as many ideas as you can,
then go on to the next consideration.

A second consideration fbr this teacher was
that the activity choices needed to be quiet
ones so that others in the room couZd hear.
You know which activities make more noise
and which are quieter. Let's Look at the
three activity ideas you've given and see
if they're still possibilities. Go through
each activity on the sheet. If the children
decide it is not a possible choice, then
cross (x) it out with the marker. Again,
ask children to explain their decisions.

One Last consideration for this teacher.
She needed to consider activity ideas
where two children could play together.
Let's go through the ideas you've given.
Are they ones that allow two children to
play together? Go over each activity idea.
If one is no longer a possibility, then
cross (x) it out with the marker. Be sure
to ask children to give reasons for their
decisions.

Make a final check of the activity ideas and
considerations. These are the activities you've
suggested. Remember our considerations--the
activities need to be interesting, to be
quiet, and to allow two to play. Are these
appropriate choices? Point to the remaining
activities illustrated on the board. Check
for final approval.
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School Activity Considerations

7. Acknowledge all
"judges" efforts.

100

Now are these activities the only possible
ones? NO, probabZy not, but you've judged
what the best ones would be after thinking
about the considerations. Good work,
judges.

LESSON FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Give each child a sheet of paper. You're in charge of planning three
class activities. What will they be? Draw thew on your sheet. Ask
each child to tell you about his/her drawings and have each give two
considerations for those choices.
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JUDGE LESSON

Playyard Activity Considerations

GOAL:

To determine outdoor activities most appropriate for a playyard situation.

MATERIALS:

- chalkboard or large sheet of paper; chalk or marker

- paper, crayons, or felt pens

STEPS:

1. Gather materials.

2. Prepare children to
be "judges."

3. Introduce the situation.

4. Introduce the first
consideration:

safe for children

Set up the chalkboard so all can see and have
the chalk within reach.

I'm going to ask you to do some judging for
this activity. What wilZ you need to do?
Remember Julius the Judge. Pause for
responses. Adapt if necessary. A judge
decides the best solution after thinking
about the necessary considerations. Let's
get ready to be judges and put our imaginary
penciZs to our brow. Pantomime action with
the class.

You should be good at deciding on the best
solution for this activity. _It has to do
with activities you do outdoors in the
playyard. There once was a teacher who
needed to decide which outdoor activities
would be the best ones to do in the playyard.
Of course, when you're planning activities
for children to do, there are some things to
consider.

The first consideration was that this teacher
wanted the activities to be sa-°e ones for the
chiZdren. You know what safe, outdoor
activities are. Let's come up with as many
safe, outdoor activities as we can. TeZZ me
your ideas one at a time and keep a
record of them on the chalkboard. As each
child suggests an activity idea, ask him/her
to give reasons for that choice. Why is
a good choice? What were you considering?
Draw each activity idea very simply on the
chalkboard. Print its word label below.
Examples:

StArnmInj
pool 1.0437 1 ILA "%, 31.416,p rspc. savulbog



Playyard Activity Considerations

5. Present the remaining
considerations one at
a time:

gives plenty of
exercise

used in both hot and
chilly weather

6. Discuss final activity
choices.

7. Acknowledge all
"judges" efforts.

102

Encourage as many different responses from
the clars as you can.

To involve the classmore actively and if
the group is small enough to do so, you
may want to have children come up and draw
in their suggested activity ideas while
you print the word label below. Keep in
mind that the emphasis in on recording ideas,
rather than on making a realistic drawing.

When you've pressed for as many ideas as
you can, move to the next consideration.
A second consideration this teacher needed
to think about was that the outdoor activity
ideas needed to involve the kids in a real
active way or give the kids plenty of
exercise. Let's go over the ideas you've
gzven so far to see if they do give kids
plenty of exercise. Go over each idea as
a class. If children decide that one is no
longer a possibility, then cross (x) it out
with the marker. Have children give reasons
for their decisions.

Here is the final consideration. The teacher
needed to think of outdoor activity ideas that
could be used in both hot weather and chilly
weather-- whenyou need to wear a jacket outsi4
Let's go over your ideas. Are they ones
that could be used in both hot and chilly
weather? Cross (x) out eliminated activities.
Ask children to explain their decisions.

Make a final check of the outdoor activity
ideas and considerations. These are the
activities you've decided on. Point to
the remaining ideas on the chalkboard.
Remember the considerations--the activities
should be safe, allow for a lot of exercise,
and be usefid in hot and chilly weather.
Are these all suitable choices? Get the
class's final approval.

Would you say these activity ideas are the
only possibilities? No, probably not, hut
you've judged what the best ones wouZd be
after thinking about the necessary considera-
tions. Good work, judges.

112
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Playyard Activity Considerations

LESSON FOR ANOTHER DAY:

- Give each child a sheet of paper. You're in charge of planning three playyard
activities. What will they be? Dnaw them on your paver. Ask each child to
tell you about his/her drawings. Have each give two considerations for
those choices.
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN

The activitias on thoso cordn waro croated for tho PnUST (Bringing out Hand Stnrt Tnlentn)
Projact nt tho Univoraity of Illinoin. They are pnrc of a curriculum that in donigned to bring
out tho otrongths and talento of young childron by holping thom think in moru crontive, produc-
tivo and cnroful wayn.

Those activitios aro mndo to be used by buoy pnrouto with busy childron. In othor wordn, you
ohould ba ablo to do most of thou, activitien whilo you aro going through your daily routinea.
Thoy aro meant to fit into your livao and perhapa make thom a little richer or moro intoronting
without croating extra work or troublo for you.

The cards in this packet can be takon apart and put in various placoo to help remind You to try
tho activitios. Tape them on the refrigerator, over the bathtub, or next to your child's bed.
Put some in tho car or in your puree. Send a couple to the babysittor or to grandma. If you
try to keep them all together and away from sticky fLagorn, they may never get used.

The nctivitioe thomselves are on three difforent color carda. The blue card(' are for the
donative activities, which ask the child to take a bunch of clues and figure out ono right
answer. The yellow earth, contain inventor activities or activities that involve brainstorming
lots of answers to the same question. Finally the green cardo have activitiea involving judging
or practicing careful decision making.

Each of those activity types has an animal cartoon character whoae picture appears on each card.
These animal friends are known to your child from leasonn tho toacher has done at school. The
animals each have a job --detectivo, inventor or judge-- that make them good at tho kind of
thinking used in their typo of activity.

The most important thing to remember in doing these activities is to have fun with them. There
is no right way to do them. Use your own style and words, and stop when it stops being enjoyable.
If your child seems to have trouble with any of the activities, skip it and go on to another one.
They're not in any order. The more of these you try, the easier it will get. Also feel free to
make up your own detective, inventor, and judge activities.

1 2f1



DETECTIVE ACTIVITIES

This foxy lady in the trenehcont in nnmed Delores Detective.

Delores has som .f! activities for you and your child that will
help your child become as clever as she in when it comes to
sniffing out clues nnd zooming in on the right answer.

Delores /a en ace detective and knows how important it iH to

be careful about looking for the clues before coming to a
decieion.

These detective activities are designed to help your child think
as cleverly and patiently as Delores does. After you give your
child a clue, allow time to think. Remember, what's obvious
to us once we know the answer is not so obvious to children when they're figuring it
out for the first time. Never give an answer away. Try to come up with more and more
clues until your child is able to tell you the answer. As a last resort, give a choice:
"Is it an elephant or a spoon?"

Children can learn to problem solve by practicing detective thinking. This kind of
thinking is asked for a lot in school and will be very helpful in many other situations
too. Examples of detective thinking include answering riddles, solving arithmetic
problems, and finding the answer to any mystery. Lots of time when we say someone is
smart, we mean they are good at detective thinking or finding an answer to a problem
that confuses everyone else.

Hope you and your child enjoy Delores's activities and become as clever as ace
detectives. n



MBALTIMB MAGIC

Does your child recognize food in Its different forms?

DotectiVP
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1. Ask your child to
track down the original
form of the food you're
eating.

2. Your child should got
clues by looking, touching,
smelling, and tasting the
food.

3. If your child still doesn'
know, Rivo moro cluos. When
he or sho guesses, give prais
for thinking hard.

Thoso aro some other foods that are used in many difforont ways:

- Apples (juice, sauce, pio, salad)

- Milk (yogurt, cottage choeso, sour cream,
whipping cream, cheese, butter)

- Tomato (juice, chili, salad, soup,
casseroles, spaghetti sauce)

- Beef (hamburgers, pot roast, moat lop
meatballs, steak, casseroles)
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WHERE IS IT?

Play a hide-and-seek gametwith your child.

Detective
Activity

CLO3E
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40.4 0000
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1. Hide a small stuffed
animal or other object
in any room of your home.

2. Give the first clue by 3. Give more clues, one at a
saying what room the animal time, until your child finds
is in. the animal. Praise him or her

for thinking hard.

Those are some other possible hiding places and clues:
- It's in the kitchen; it's inside something; it's inside something that keeps things cold.

(Refrigerator)

- It's in the bedroom; it's under something; it's under something soft and cuddly.(Pillow)
- It's in the living room; it's next to something; it's next to something that's green
and growing. (A Plant)

H6it 8e Sure ti Jive 4,e. clues one at- a. II Ihit.' aper egh duel gitieSour CiAld a. deuce 6..gues5

tileaNswer before coniikuiutb Mee CUAIV .
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MYSTURY MAIL

Give your child a "Special Delivery" envelope
that hos a picture inside.

I'LL ONO* YOU A
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neteetive
Activity
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1. Lay a picture of an
animal (or other object)
flat inside an envelope.
Ask your child to guess
what's inside as you
slide out a small part
of tho picture.

I.

2. Pull out larger and 3. After your child guesses
larger parts of the picture, correctly, praise him for
waiting each time so your thinking hard.
child con look and think
about the picture,

These aro some ideas for pictures you might use:
- unfamiliar puzzles, where you show -

your child ono pioco at a timo until -

ho or she guesses what the whole
picturo is. 127

photographs of familiar people
pictures of animals or objects from
magazines, coloring books, catalogs,
or used greoting cards.
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WORKING ORTRCTIVR8

When you have a houftehold job to do, make a mytitery out or itl

Detective
Activity
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1. Ask your child to guess
the job. Give the first
clue by spying where you'll
be doing it.

2. Give more clues by
naming the tools or utensils
that you'll use. Name them
one at a time, until your
child guesses the right job.

3. When your child guesses,
praise him or her for thinking
hard.

Try making a mystery out of some of these other jobs or any project you are planning to do:

- making pudding - washing the car
- frying a hamburger - mending a shirt
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INS1tHi?

An object bidden inside is box
will usually get a child's attention.

IVO ono'
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Detective
Activity
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1, Hide something inside a
box, then show your child
the box. The box's size
and shape are the first
clime

2. Let your child have more 3. tr your child still doesn't
clues until he or she guesses know, give more clues. When
the correct object. First your he or she guesses correctly,
child might hold it, then give praise for thinking hftrd,
shake it.

These are some other things you might hide in a box:
- a fruit or vegetable (apple, (range, banana, carrot, potato)
- a toy (small car or truck, stuffed animal, doll, blocks)
- a real present for someone (covered with gift wrap and a bow) might be the
most fun to guess!

ilk: fa box Islet kofdy, tat A paper bu 129



INVHNTM ACTIViTitq

Thin pig with the tent tube and thn lab coat in fumed
twin the inventor.

Ivan han a collection of invontor octivitien to keep you and
your child buoy brainotorming lotn of new and different !dean.

Ivan in a very creative inventor and he believen that children
can Ono learn to think of thingn in original waya. Ivan known
that the necret to any inventor'n 40Ventin in punhing for more
and more Wolin, and being willing to Owe oven the oillient
or ntrangent idea.

Theno activitien Are denigned to help children develop their crentive potential and to
become nuccennful invontorn like Ivan. Your Job in to help your child come up with
lotto of Annwern. Alwayn punh for one more Annwer evon after your child haft run out of
ntenm. Accept All Annwern, even very wacky orlon and try to help your child nee thingn
in new ways.

Creativity in a very necennary Ability not only to an inventor but almo to all of tin.
In a world that changen an quickly an ourn doen, nothing could be more (maul to
child than to be able to nee thingn In many different %Jam

Hope you and your child have fun with Ivan'a octivitiofl and become imaginative and
creative inventors.



WHAT CAN YOU MAU WITH ITT
-creating with

What nre all the things you can make?

When you're busy arotao; the
needs something interesting
the materials listed below,
glue or paste,

504or Vro6
Ipt of fissire paper

ot wnappinj popr
ol4 rafting .6104
filtb C SeelapS
Imsn bores
HbIglis or bov;

inlicntor
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e (JfrtOe i$
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cittluF

roeont
drieti bealis

Ask your child,"Whnt are all the things you can
make using theses materials?' You'll he nmn:ed
at how many different ideas your child can come
up with,
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What are all the thing% WO WM water for?

Inventor
A(,titty

Take d few minute% to rola* with yoor child
at hathtime, AA your child to think of
all the different thino we oio water for.
He or %he may want to act oot different 'Pie§
while you

!iottie example% aro:

wa%bing hair
- drinking water
%wimming

. watering flower%
= bruAing teeth
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WHAT TO DO?
-decisions about play-

What are the considerations?

Judge
Activity

When your child says to you,"I don't know what
to do" ask him/her "What are all the possibilites
for play." He or she might think of:

- playing with a friend - listen to music
- riding a bike - painting, etc.

Then ask,"What are the considerations?" Some
examples might be:

- How much time do you have?
- Who else can you play with?
- What is fun to do?
- What's the weather like?, etc.
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SAFE OR DANGEROUS?
-decisions about danger-

What are the considerations?

t t : youv calcite& cvill neect Aeif

thinknj COKikr .

Judge
Activity

Help your child see the difference between a
situation that is truly dangerous and one that is
not. Discuss situations like the ones below and
ask your child "Is this really dangerous or not?
How do your know? What are the considerations?"

Examples:
1. A boy is crossing the street and hears

two cars crashing.
2. A child feels frightened when he sees a

man with a beard.
3. A girl is at home and smells something

strange.
4. A boy is walking home from school. Someone

he doesn't know stops and asks to give him
a ride.

S. A child feels frightened when a friend
shows her a pet hamster.



IS IT FAIR?
- decisions in getting along with others-

What are the considerations?

Judge
Activity

Give your child practice in deciding what is fair
and what is not. When situations like the ones
below happen, ask your child "Is it fair or unfair?
What are the considerations?"

Examples:
1. Tim is playing ball with his friend. Tim's

sister asks if she can play too, but Tim
won't let her.

2. Michael and Ann love to play card games.
Ann says she should always go first.

3. Donald and Sue want to listen to records,
but there is only one set of headphones.
Donald says they should take turns with them.

Hint: Remember Nat &re id ielo 1.9kt answer./

OS tau as yur atild Itea 4. pid mom. for
114 dy her decisiakt., deo te; okay.
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WHAT TO WEAR?
-decisions about clothing-

What are the considerations?
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Judge
Activity

When your child is dressing for the day let him/her
make some decisions about what to wear.

Ask your child:

"What are the considerations?"
- Is it hot or cold?
- Where are you going?
- Does it fit?
- Is it clean?
- Does it look nice? etc.

illow cititefrek 'lake decision.
cheen eves') ej J1&Q atois clask
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WHO DOES WHAT?
-decisions about house chores-

What are the considerations?
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Judge
Activity

Ask your child to help decide how to best divide
up house chores. Questions you might ask are:

"What jobs need to get done?"
- washing dishes
- making beds
- picking up toys

"Who can help?"
- Mom
- Dad
- Brother
- Granepa

"What are the considerations?"
- How strong or big do you need to be?
- Is the job a dangerous one?
- When does the job need to get done?
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